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Our collective knowledge of nuclear cross sections is recorded as resonance parameters in nuclear
data libraries. To evaluate these parameters, campaigns of measurements are fitted with a para-
metric model of nuclear cross sections called R-matrix theory. R-matrix theory can parametrize the
energy dependence of nuclear cross sections in different ways. Historically, the Wigner-Eisenbud
parametrization has been used, because its resonance parameters are real-valued and there is a
one-to-one correspondance between each cross-section resonance (called levels) and the Wigner-
Eisenbud resonance energies (the poles of the R-matrix). This means that for each level, every
nuclear interaction channel has one resonance width and one resonance energy. The drawback of
the Wigner-Eisenbud parametrization is that it introduces in each channel an arbitrary boundary
parameter upon which all other resonance parameters depend. Thus, if two evaluations of the same
experiments are done with different boundary parameters, both will yield the same fit, but a different
set of resonance parameters. This is a challenge for nuclear data libraries.
To overcome such arbitrarity, Brune proposed an alternative parametrization preserving most
benefits of the Wigner-Eisenbud parameters while eliminating the arbitrary boundary parameter.
Consequently, the community is considering converting all nuclear data libraries to Brune resonance
parameters. The Brune resonance energies are the poles of the Brune alternative level matrix, and
Brune proved that, above the channel threshold energy, there is one pole per level (or resonance).
In this article, we unveil the existence of more Brune parameters than previously thought. Below
the channel threshold, we prove the theoretical existence of two types of additional shadow poles –
branch shadow poles and analytic shadow poles – depending on what convention is chosen to continue
the R-matrix operators to complex wavenumbers (to do so we establish the first derivations of the
Mittag-Leffler expansions of external region R-matrix operators). This entails there are more Brune
poles (or Brune resonance energies) than levels. Importantly, we also prove that choosing any subset
of Brune poles will yield the same cross sections than using the entire set of Brune poles, as long
it is bigger or equal the number of levels (resonances). In practice, this means that shadow Brune
poles can safely be discarded from the new nuclear data libraries.
Many isotopes in nuclear cross section libraries are evaluated under the Reich-Moore approxi-
mation, which introduces complex resonance energies to eliminate certain channels. We generalize
Brune’s parameterization to encompass both the Reich-Moore approximation and the addional
shadow poles. In the process, we show that all Brune parameters values depend on what convention
we choose to continue the R-matrix operators to complex wavenumbers. To convert nuclear data
libraries to Brune parameters, the nuclear scientists community must thus first decide on such a
convention. The authors argue in favor of analytic continuation. The first evidence of shadow poles
in Brune’s alternative parametrization of R-matrix theory is observed in isotope xenon-134 (13454Xe)
spin-parity group Jpi = 1/2(−), and how Brune parameters depend on the continuation into the
complex plane is made evident.
∗ p ducru@mit.edu; Also from E´cole Polytechnique, France. & Schwarzman Scholars, Tsinghua University, China.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
When two nuclear bodies collide at a given energy – say
a neutron and an uranium-235 nucleus (n+23592U), a γ par-
ticle (photon) and a beryllium atom (γ+94Be), or an alpha
particle (42He) and a gold atom (α+
197
79Au) – the outcomes
of this interaction are expressed as nuclear cross sections.
These cross sections are a fundamental component of our
nuclear physics knowledge, documented in standard nu-
clear data libraries (ENDF [1], JEFF[2], JENDL[3]). To
constitute nuclear data libraries, an evaluation process
fits experimental measurmements of reaction rates with
a parametric model of nuclear interaction cross sections
called R-matrix theory, using evaluation codes such as
EDA [4, 5], SAMMY [6], or AZURE [7]. R-matrix the-
ory models nuclear interactions as two incoming bodies
yielding two outgoing bodies through the action of a total
Hamiltonian. The latter is assumed to be the addition of
a short-range, interior Hamiltonian that is zero beyond
channel radius ac, and a long-range, exterior Hamilto-
nian that we know, say Coulomb potential or free mov-
ing. This partitioning, along with an orthogonality as-
sumption of channels at the channel boundary, is what
we could call the R-matrix scattering model, described
by Kapur and Peierls in their seminal article [8], unified
by Bloch in [9], and reviewed by Lane and Thomas in
[10]. The outcomes of the interaction depend on the en-
ergy at which the interaction occurs, and R-matrix the-
ory parametrizes, for calculability reasons, this energy
dependence. It can do so in several ways: the one that
has come to prevail in the nuclear physics community is
the Wigner-Eisenbud parametrization [9–11].
There are good reasons for this: the Wigner-Eisenbud
parameters are unconstrained real parameters — i.e.
though physically and statistically correlated, any set
of real parameters is mathematically acceptable (though
not necessarily present in nature) — that parametrize the
interior interaction Hamiltonian (usually an intractable
many-body nuclear problem) and separate it from the
exterior one (usually a well-known free-body or Coulomb
Hamiltonian with analytic Harmonic expansions). Thus,
Wigner and Eisenbud constructed a parametrization of
the scattering matrix for calculability purposes: intro-
ducing simple real parameters that help de-correlate
what happens in the inner interaction region from the
asymptotic outer region. Despite all their advantages,
the Wigner-Eisenbud parameters present a drawback for
nuclear data evaluators: they require the introduction,
for every channel c, of an arbitrary real “boundary con-
dition” parameter, Bc. If this arbitrary parameter is set
to different values, the same experimental nuclear data
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will yield different Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parame-
ters. This poses both a physics interpretability problem,
and a standarization problem when edifying the standard
nuclear data libraries.
In order to circumvent the need for the arbitrary
boundary parameters Bc, Brune introduced an alterna-
tive parametrization of R-matrix theory in [12]. The
Brune parameters are real (like the Wigner-Eisenbud
ones) and are independent of the arbitrary boundary con-
dition parameters Bc. However, they do entangle the in-
terior region (function of the total energy E) with the
outer region (function of the incoming wavenumber kc
and outgoing wavenumber kc′), so that the Brune param-
eters depend on the branch-points and different sheets of
the wavenumber-energy mapping (6). Brune showed that
on the physical sheet of this mapping,
{
E,+
}
, there was
a one-to-one correspondence between the number Nλ of
resonances (or levels) and the number of Brune poles (or
Brune resonance energies). This would make the conver-
sion of nuclear data libraries from Wigner-Eisenbud to
Brune poles very convenient.
Section II summarizes the Wigner-Eisenbud R-matrix
parametrization, reports on the branch-point nature of
the energy-wavenumber mapping (6), and, for the first
time, establishes in Lemma 1 the Mittag-Leffler expan-
sion of the reduced logarithmic derivative of the outgo-
ing wave operator Lc(ρc). These results are used in sec-
tion III to show there exists more Brune poles than pre-
viously though: they are shadow poles, residing below
the reaction threshold energies ETc . We also show that
these shadow Brune poles depend on the definition that
is chosen to continue the R-matrix operators to complex
wavenumbers. If the legacy Lane & Thomas definition
(41) is chosen, then we call them branch Brune poles and
establish their properties in theorem 1, amongst which
that the shadow poles reside on the nonphysical sheet{
E,−} sub-threshold. If, instead, the analytic contin-
uation definition (43) is chosen, then we call them an-
alytic Brune poles, and we establish their properties in
theorem 2, in particular we show analytic Brune poles
are in general complex, but their exists at least Nλ real
ones. Moreover, and similarly to the Wigner-Eisenbud
parameters, analytic Brune poles only depend on the to-
tal energy E and thus no longer present the branches of
mapping (6). We also show that, under a proper general-
ization of Brune’s physical level matrix, the selection of
any set of NS Brune poles (for both definitions and real
or complex) will guarantee the full reconstruction of the
cross section, as long as NS ≥ Nλ.
In nuclear libraries, many isotopes are evaluated with
the Reich-Moore formalism instead of the full R-matrix
one. We thus generalize in section IV the Brune param-
eters to encompass the Reich-Moore approximation and
the unveiled shadow poles. The first evidence of shadow
Brune poles is observed in isotope xenon-134 spin-parity
group Jpi = 1/2(−), and reported in section V. We also
demonstrate how in practice (for Reich-Moore isotopes
or when thresholds are present) all Brune parameters de-
3pend on the choice of continuation of R-matrix operators
to complex wavenumber. This means that in order to
convert nuclear data libraries to Brune parameters, the
nuclear physics community must first agree on how to
continue the R-matrix operators to complex wavenum-
bers. We argue in favor of analytic continuation in a
follow-up article [13].
II. R-MATRIX WIGNER-EISENBUD
PARAMETRIZATION
We here recall some fundamental definitions and equa-
tions of the Wigner-Eisenbud R-matrix parameters [9–
11]. As described by Bloch and Lane & Thomas, for each
channel c, R-matrix theory treats the two-body-in/two-
body-out many-body system as a reduced one-body sys-
tem. All the study is then performed in the reduced sys-
tem and we consider the wave-number of each channel
kc, which we can render dimensionless using the channel
radius ac and defining ρ = diag (ρc) with ρc = kcac.
A. Energy dependence and wavenumber mapping
All of the channel wavenumbers link back to one unique
total system energy E, eigenvalue of the total Hamilto-
nian. Conservation of energy entails that this energy
E must be the total energy of any given channel c (c.f.
equation (5.12), p.557 of [14]):
E = Ec = Ec′ = . . . , ∀ c (1)
Each channel’s total energy Ec is then linked to the
wavenumber kc of the channel by its corresponding re-
lation (6), say (4) and (5).
In the semi-classical model described in Lane &
Thomas [10], we can separate on the one hand massive
particles, for which the wavenumber kc is related to the
center-of-mass energy Ec of relative motion of channel c
particle pair with masses mc,1 and mc,2 as
kc =
√
2mc,1mc,2
(mc,1 +mc,2) ~2
(Ec − ETc) (2)
where ETc denotes a threshold energy beyond which the
channel c is closed, as energy conservation cannot be re-
spected (ETc = 0 for reactions without threshold). On
the other hand, for a photon particle interacting with a
massive body of mass mc,1 the center-of-mass wavenum-
ber kc is linked to the total center-of-mass energy Ec of
channel c according to:
kc =
(Ec − ETc)
2~c
[
1 +
mc,1c
2
(E − ETc) +mc,1c2
]
(3)
Alternatively, in a more unified approach, one can per-
form a relativistic correction and smooth these differ-
ences away by means of the special relativity Mandel-
stam variable sc = (pc,1 +pc,2), also known as the square
of the center-of-mass energy, where pc,1 and pc,2 are the
Minkowsky metric four-momenta of the two bodies com-
posing channel c, with respective masses mc,1 and mc,2
(null for photons). The channel wavenumber kc can then
be expressed as:
kc =
√
[sc − (mc,1 +mc,2)2c2] [sc − (mc,1 −mc,2)2c2]
4~2sc
(4)
and the Mandelstam variable sc can be linked to the
center-of-mass energy of the channel Ec through
Ec =
sc − (mc,1 +mc,2)2c2
2(mc,1 +mc,2)
(5)
Interestingly, this is identical to the non-relativistic ex-
pression for the center-of-mass energy in terms of the lab
energy in whichever channel the total mass (mc,1 +mc,2)
is chosen to be the reference for E (but not in any other).
This special relativistic correction to the non-relativistic
R-matrix theory is the approach taken by the EDA code
in use at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [4, 5].
Regardless of the approach taken to link the channel
energy Ec to the channel wavenumber kc, conservation of
energy (1) entails there exists a complex mapping linking
the total center-of-mass energy E to the wavenumbers kc,
or their associated dimensionless variable ρc = kcrc:
ρc(E) ←→ E (6)
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FIG. 1. ρ(E) mapping for massive particles in the semi-
classical limit (2). The square root ρc(E) = ±ρ0
√
E − ETc
gives rise to two sheets: {E,+} and {E,−}.
Critical properties throughout this article will stem
from the analytic continuation of R-matrix operators. As
the outgoing Oc and incoming Ic wave functions are de-
fined according to ρc (c.f. section II B below), the natu-
ral variable to perform analytic continuation is thus ρc,
which is equivalent to extending the wavenumbers into
the complex plane kc ∈ C. We can see that the mapping
4(6) from complex kc to complex energies is non-trivial,
specially since the wavenumbers are themselves all inter-
connected. This creates a multi-sheeted Riemann sur-
face, with branchpoints at each threshold ETc , well doc-
umented by Eden & Taylor [15] (also c.f. section 8 of
[14]). More precisely, when calculating ρc from E one
has to chose which sign to assign to ±√E − ETc in (2),
or more generally to the mapping (4). Figure 1 shows
this for the semi-classical case of massive particles (2),
with zero threshold ETc = 0. Each channel c thus in-
troduces two choices, and hence there are 2Nc sheets to
the Riemann surface mapping (1) to (6), with the branch
points close or equal to the threshold energies ETc . As
we will see, the choice of the sheet will have an impact
when finding different R-matrix and Brune parameters.
B. External region wave functions
In the R-matrix model, the external region is subject to
either a Coulomb interaction or a free particle movement.
In either case, the solutions form a two-dimensional vec-
tor space, a basis of which is composed of the incom-
ing and outgoing wave functions: O(k) , diag (Oc(kc)),
I(k) , diag (Ic(kc)). These are Whittaker or confluent
hypergeometric function whose analytic continuation is
discussed in section II.2.b and the appendix of [10], and
for whose elemental properties and calculation we refer
to chapter 14 of [16] and chapter 33 of [17], as well as
Powell [18], Thompson [19], and Michel [20].
Note that the incoming and outgoing wave functions
are only dependent on the wavenumber of the given chan-
nel kc, this is a fundamental hypothesis of the R-matrix
model. For clarity of writing, we will not explicitly write
the kc dependence of these operators unless it is of im-
portance for the argument.
Importantly, the Wronksian of the system is constant:
∀c, wc = O(1)c Ic − I(1)c Oc, or with identity matrix I:
w , O(1)I − I(1)O
= 2iI
(7)
Of central importance to R-matrix theory is the Bloch
operator, L, which Claude Bloch introduced as the
ope´rateur de contitions aux limites in equation (35) of
[9], and that projects the system radially onto the chan-
nel boundaries for each channel, at the channel radius
rc = ac. The Bloch operator L is then added to the
Hamiltonian to form a compact Hermitian operator in
the internal region (c.f. equation (34) of [9]), from which
one can extract a complete discrete generative eigenba-
sis of the Hilbert space. This is the essence of R-matrix
theory, as best described by Claude Bloch in [9].
This projection on the channel boundaries at rc = ac,
gives rise to the as yet unnamed quantity L0, introduced
in equation (1.6a), section VII.1. p.289 of [10], and which
can be recognized in equation (57) of [9], that is defined
for each channel as:
L0c(ρc) , Lc(ρc)−Bc (8)
where ρc = kcac has been projected on the channel sur-
face, Bc is the arbitrary outgoing-wave boundary condi-
tion parameter, and Lc(ρc) is the dimensionless reduced
logarithmic derivative of the outgoing-wave function at
the channel surface:
Lc(ρc) ,
ρc
Oc
∂Oc
∂ρc
(9)
or, equivalently, in matrix notation, and where [ · ](1) des-
ignates the derivative with respect to ρc:
L = diag (Lc) = ρO
−1O(1) (10)
so that the L0 matrix function is written: L0 , L−B.
Using the Powell recurrence formulae [18], R.G.
Thomas established the following scheme to calculate the
outgoing-wave reduced logarithmic derivatives Lc for dif-
ferent angular momenta ` values in the Coulomb case (c.f.
p.350, appendix of [10], eqs.(A.12) and (A.13))
L` =
a`
b` − L`−1 − b` (11)
with
a` , ρ2 +
(ρη
`
)2
, b` , `+
(ρη
`
)
(12)
In general, both Oc(ρ) and L`(ρ) are meromorphic
functions of ρ with a priori an infinity of poles, and for
whose computation we refer to [18–20]. In lemma 1, we
here establish the Mittag-Leffler expansion of Lc(ρ).
Lemma 1. Outgoing-wave reduced logarithmic
derivative Lc(ρ) Mittag-Leffler Expansion.
The outgoing-wave reduced logarithmic derivative Lc(ρ),
defined in (9), admits the following Mittag-Leffler pole
expansion:
Lc(ρ)
ρ
=
−`
ρ
+ i +
∑
n≥1
1
ρ− ωn (13)
where {ωn} are the roots of the outgoing wavefunctions
Oc(ρ). For neutral particles, there are a finite number of
such roots, reported in table II.
Proof. From definition (9), Lc is the reduced logrithmic
derivative of the outgoing wavefunction Lc(ρ) , ρO
(1)
c (ρ)
Oc(ρ)
.
In both the Coulomb and the neutral particle case, the
outgoing wavefunction Oc(ρ) is a confluent hypergeomet-
ric function with simple roots {ωn}. Moreover, their log-
arithmic derivative
O(1)c (ρ)
Oc(ρ)
is bound at infinity. Thus, the
following hypotheses stand:
• L`(ρ) has simple poles {ωn}, zeros of the Oc(ρ),
5TABLE I. Reduced logarithmic derivative L`(ρ) , ρO`
∂O`
∂r
(ρ) of outgoing wavefunction O`(ρ), and L
0
`(ρ) , L`(ρ) − B` using
B` = −`, irreducible forms and Mittag-Leffler pole expansions for neutral particles, for angular momenta 0 ≤ ` ≤ 4.
L`(ρ) from recurrence (11)
L0`(ρ) , L`(ρ)−B`
using B` = −` in (11)
L`(ρ) from lemma 1,
poles
{
ωn
}
from table II
Outgoing wavefunction
O`(ρ) from (16)
` L`(ρ) =
ρ2
`−L`−1(ρ) − ` L
0
`(ρ) =
ρ2
2`−1−L0
`−1(ρ)
L`(ρ) = −`+ iρ+
∑
n≥1
ρ
ρ−ωn O`(ρ) = e
i(ρ+ 12 `pi)
∏
n≥1(ρ−ωn)
ρ`
0 iρ iρ {∅} eiρ
1 −1+iρ+ρ
2
1−iρ
ρ2
1−iρ ω
`=2
1,2 = −i eiρ
(
1
ρ
− i
)
2 −6+6iρ+3ρ
2−iρ3
3−3iρ−ρ2
ρ2−iρ3
3−3iρ−ρ2 ω
`=2
1,2 ≈ ±0.86602− 1.5i eiρ
(
3
ρ2
− 3i
ρ
− 1
)
3 −45+45iρ+21ρ
2−6iρ3−ρ4
15−15iρ−6ρ2+iρ3
3ρ2−3iρ3−ρ4
15−15iρ−6ρ2+iρ3
ω`=31 ≈ −2.32219i
ω`=32,3 ≈ ±1.75438− 1.83891i e
iρ
(
15
ρ3
− 15i
ρ2
− 6
ρ
+ i
)
4 −420+420iρ+195ρ
2−55iρ3−10ρ4+iρ5
105−105iρ−45ρ2+10iρ3+ρ4
15ρ2−15iρ3−6ρ4+iρ5
105−105iρ−45ρ2+10iρ3+ρ4
ω`=41,2 ≈ ±2.65742− 2.10379i
ω`=43,4 ≈ ±0.867234− 2.89621i e
iρ
(
105
ρ4
− 105i
ρ3
− 45
ρ2
+ 10i
ρ
+ 1
)
• L`(ρ) has residues {ωn} at the {ωn} pole,
• ∃M ∈ R such as |L`(ρ)| < M |z| on circles CD as
D −→∞
By removing the pole of
O(1)c (ρ)
Oc(ρ)
at zero, these hypotheses
ensure Mittag-Leffler expansion (14) to be verified:
Lc(ρ)
ρ
=
Lc(0)
ρ
+ L(1)c (0) +
∑
n≥1
[
1
ρ− ωn +
1
ωn
]
(14)
R.G. Thomas’ recurrence formula (11) implies that
Lc(ρc) satisfies L`(0) = −`, for both neutral and charged
particles. Moreover, evaluating
O(1)c (ρ)
Oc(ρ)
at the limit of
infinity yields:
L(1)c (0)+
∑
k≥1
1
ωk
= Lim
ρ→∞
(
Lc(ρ)
ρ
)
= Lim
ρ→∞
(
O
(1)
c (ρ)
Oc(ρ)
)
= i
(15)
so that the Mittag-Leffler expansion (14) takes the de-
sired form of (13).
Lemma 1 establishes, for the first time, the Mittag-
Leffer expansion of L0c(ρc) as a function of the roots {ωn}
of the outgoing wavefunctions Oc(ρ), which are Hankel
functions in the neutral particle case, and Whittaker fun-
tions in the more general case of charged particles (c.f.
equations (2.14b) and (2.17) section III.2.b. p.269 of
[10]). Extensive literature covers these functions [16, 17].
In the neutral particules case of Hankel functions [21–26]
the search for their zeros established that the reduced log-
arithmic derivative of the outgoing wave function is a ra-
tional function of kc of degree `. In the general case there
are indeed ` zeros to the Hankel function for |<[ρ]| < `,
but for |<[ρ]| > ` there exists an infinity of zeros, on or
close to the real axis (c.f. FIG.1&2 of [22]). However,
in our particular case of physical (i. e. integer) angu-
lar momenta ` ∈ Z, the order of the Hankel function
happens to be a half-integer: H`+1/2. Crucially, Hankel
functions of half integer order constitute a very special
case: they have only a finite number of zeros in the finite
complex plane, where all but ` of them have migrated
to infinity. This behavior is reported in [23], where one
can observe how the zeros of Hν as ν varies between two
consecutive integer values. Here, we report in table II all
the algebraically solvable cases of up to ` = 4, past which
there is no guaranteed solvability of {ωn} by radicals (c.f.
Abel-Ruffini theorem and Galois theory).
Another perspective over this property is that in the
neutral particle case, η = 0 and L`=0(ρ) = iρ, so that
recurrence relation (11) entails Lc(ρc) – and thus the L
0
function – is a rational fraction in ρc, whose irreducible
expressions are reported in table I along with their par-
tial fraction decomposition, established in lemma 1, and
whose poles are documented in table II. Moreover, since
definition (9) entails ∂Oc∂ρ (ρ) =
Lc
ρ (ρ)Oc(ρ), a direct in-
tegration of (14) yields (with the correct multiplicative
constant):
O`(ρ)=e
i(ρ+ 12 `pi)
∏
n≥1 (ρ− ωn)
ρ`
(16)
This expression converges for neutral particles as the
number of poles is finite, so using Vieta’s formulas with
the denominator of L`(ρ) enables to construct the devel-
oped forms reported in table I.
Similar results do not hold for the charged particules
case of Whittaker functions, where there always exists an
infinity of zeros to the outgoing wavefunction [27, 28], and
where a Coulomb phase shift would be present for any
Weierstrass expansion in infinite product of type (16).
C. Internal region parameters
Projections upon the orthonormal basis formed by the
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian completed by the Bloch
operator L allow for the parametrization of the interac-
tion Hamiltonian in the internal region by means of the
Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parameters [9], composed of
both the real resonance energies Eλ ∈ R, and the real
6TABLE II. Roots
{
ωn
}
of the outgoing wave function O`(ρ), algebraic solutions for neutral particles up to ` ≤ 4.
` = 0 : s-wave
{
ω`=00
}
= {∅}
` = 1 : p-wave
{
ω`=11
}
=
{− i}
` = 2 : d-wave
{
ω`=21 , ω
`=2
2
}
=
{
1
2
(−√3− 3i) , 1
2
(√
3− 3i)}
` = 3 : f-wave
{
ω`=31 , ω
`=3
2 , ω
`=3
3
}
ω`=31 , −2i− 12
(√
3− i) 3√ 1
2
(
1 +
√
5
)− √3+i
22/3
3
√
1+
√
5
ω`=32 , i
(
−2 + 3
√
2
1+
√
5
− 3
√
1
2
(
1 +
√
5
))
ω`=33 , −2i + 12
(√
3 + i
)
3
√
1
2
(
1 +
√
5
)
+
√
3−i
22/3
3
√
1+
√
5
` = 4 : g-wave
{
ω`=41 , ω
`=4
2 , ω
`=4
3 , ω
`=4
4
}
ω`=41 , − 5i2 − 12
√
5 + 15
2/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)− 1
2
√√√√√10− 152/33√ 12 (5+i√35) − 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)− 10i√√√√5+ 152/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2 (5+i
√
35)
ω`=42 , − 5i2 − 12
√
5 + 15
2/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)
+ 1
2
√√√√√10− 152/33√ 12 (5+i√35) − 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)− 10i√√√√5+ 152/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2 (5+i
√
35)
ω`=43 , − 5i2 + 12
√
5 + 15
2/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)− 1
2
√√√√√10− 152/33√ 12 (5+i√35) − 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)
+ 10i√√√√5+ 152/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2 (5+i
√
35)
ω`=44 , − 5i2 + 12
√
5 + 15
2/3
3
√
1
2 (5+i
√
35)
+ 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
√
35
)
+ 1
2
√√√√√10− 152/33√ 12 (5+i√35) − 3
√
15
2
(
5 + i
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resonance widths γλ,c ∈ R. From the latter, and using
Brune’s notation e , diag (Eλ) and γ , mat (γλ,c)λ,c,
the Channel R matrix, R, is defined as
Rc,c′ ,
Nλ∑
λ=1
γλ,cγλ,c′
Eλ − E i.e. R = γ
T (e− EI)−1 γ
(17)
and the Level A matrix, A, is defined through its inverse:
A−1 , e− EI− γ (L−B)γT (18)
where B = diag (Bc) is the arbitrary outgoing-wave
boundary condition, which is arbitrary, constant (non-
dependent on the wavenumber), and for which Bloch
demonstrated that if it is real (i.e. Bc ∈ R), then the
Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parameters are also real [9].
From this, one can view the Wigner-Eisenbud parameters
as the set of channel radii ac, boundary conditions Bc,
resonance widths γλ,c, resonance energies Eλ and thresh-
olds ETc . This set of parameters {ac, Bc, γλ,c, Eλ, ETc}
fully determine the energy (or wavenumber) dependence
of the scattering matrix U through equation (19).
D. Scattering matrix and R-matrix parameters
As explained by Claude Bloch, the genius of R-matrix
theory stems from it combining the internal region with
the external region to simply express the resulting scat-
tering matrix U (also called collision matrix, and often
noted S, though we here stick to the Lane & Thomas
scripture U for the scattering matrix) as:
U = O−1I +wρ1/2O−1
[
R−1 +B −L]−1O−1ρ1/2
= O−1I + 2iρ1/2O−1γTAγO−1ρ1/2
= O−1I + 2iρ1/2O−1RLO−1ρ1/2
(19)
The equivalence between these channel and level matrix
expressions stems from the identity
[
I−RL0]−1R =
γTAγ which defines the Kapur-Peierls operator, RL:
RL ,
[
I−RL0]−1R = γTAγ (20)
Identity (20) can be proved by means of the Woodbury
identity :[
A+BD−1C
]−1
= A−1 −A−1B [D +CA−1B]−1CA−1
(21)
Indeed, the application of the Woodbury identity (21) to
equality (20), with AWood = R
−1, BWood = L0, and
CWood = DWood = I yields[
I−RL0]−1R = R+RL0 [I−RL0]−1R
= γT
[
(e− EI)−1 + (e− EI)−1 γL0×[
I− γT (e− EI)−1 γL0
]−1
γT (e− EI)−1
]
γ
7and then reversely applying the Woodbury identity with
AWood = (e− EI), BWood = −γL0, CWood = γT, and
DWood = I one now recognizes[
I−RL0]−1R = γT [(e− EI)− γL0γT]−1 γ
= γTAγ
Considering the multi-sheeted Riemann surface stem-
ming from the analytic continuation of mapping (6),
a truly remarkable and seldom noted property of the
Wigner-Eisenbud formalism is that it completely de-
entagles the branch points and the multi-sheeted struc-
ture — entirely present in the outgoing O and incoming
I wave functions in the scattering matrix expression (19)
— from the resonance parameters — which are the poles
and residues of the channel matrix R as of equation (17),
and these poles and residues live on a simple complex en-
ergy E sheet, with no branch points, and furthermore are
all real. This de-entanglement of the branch-point struc-
ture gives the R matrix all its uniqueness in R-matrix
theory. For instance, it does not translate to the level
matrix A, whose analytic continuation entails a multi-
sheeted Riemann surface due to the introduction of the
L0(ρ(E))) matrix function in its definition (18). The
same is true for the Brune parameters, as will be dis-
cussed throughout this article.
E. Cross section and scattering matrix
General scattering theory expresses the incoming chan-
nel c and outgoing channel c′ angle-integrated partial
cross section σc,c′(E) at energy E as a function of the
scattering matrix Uc,c′(E) according to eq.(3.2d) VIII.3.
p.293 of [10]:
σc,c′(E) = pigJpic
∣∣∣∣∣∣δc,c′e
2i
(
σ`c (ηc)−σ0(ηc)
)
− Uc,c′(E)
kc(E)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(22)
where gJpic ,
2J+1
(2I1+1)(2I2+1)
is the spin statistical factor
defined eq.(3.2c) VIII.3. p.293, and where the Coulomb
phase shift, σ`c(ηc), is defined by Ian Thompson in
eq.(33.2.10) of [17] for angular momentum `c and dimen-
sionless Coulomb field parameter ηc =
Z1Z2e
2Mαac
~2ρc .
F. Invariance to arbiraty boundary parameter Bc
Having recalled essential results from R-matrix
theory and the Wigner-Eisenbud parameters
{ac, Bc, γλ,c, Eλ, ETc}, we here focus on the fact
that the fundamental physical operator describing
the scattering event is the scattering matrix U , and
while the threshold energies ETc are intrinsic physical
properties of the system, all the other Wigner-Eisenbud
parameters ac, Bc, γλ,c, and Eλ are interrelated and
depend on arbitrary values of the channel radius ac, or
the boundary condition Bc. Though the channel radius
ac can have some physical interpretation, this is not the
case of the boundary condition Bc.
The dependence of the Wigner-Eisenbug parameters
to the boundary condition Bc can be made explicit by
fixing the channel radius ac and performing a change of
boundary condition B → B′. This must entail a change
in resonance parameters Eλ → E′λ and γλ,c → γ′λ,c which
leaves the scattering matrix U unchanged.
As described by Barker in [29], such change of variables
can be performed by noticing that e − γ (B′ −B)γT
is a real symmetric matrix when both B and B′ are
real. The spectral theorem thus assures there exists a
real orthogonal matrix K and a real diagonal matrix D
such that
e− γ (B′ −B)γT = KTDK (23)
The new parameters are then defined as
e′ ,D , γ′ ,Kγ (24)
This change of variables satisfies:
γ′TAB′γ′ = γTABγ (25)
and thus leaves the scattering matrix unaltered through
equation (19). HereAB′ designates the level matrix from
parameters e′, γ′ and B′. Equivalently, using the Wood-
bury identity (21) shows that this change of variables
verifies (c.f. eq.(4) of [29] or eq. (3.27) of [30]):
R−1B +B = R
−1
B′ +B
′ (26)
If the change of variable is infinitesimal, this invariance
property translates into the following equivalent differen-
tial equations on the Wigner-Eisenbud RB matrix,
∂R−1B
∂B
+ I = 0 i.e.
∂RB
∂B
−R2B = 0 (27)
(c.f. eq (2.5b) section IV.2. p.274 of [10]) where we made
use of the following property to prove the equivalence:
∂M−1
∂z
(z) = −M−1(z)
(
∂M
∂z
(z)
)
M−1(z) (28)
III. BRUNE’S ALTERNATIVE
PARAMETRIZATION OF R-MATRIX THEORY
Since the physics of the system are invariant with the
choice of the arbitrary Bc boundary condition, Brune
built on Barker’s work [29] to propose an alternative
parametrization of R-matrix theory in which the alter-
native parameters, e˜ and γ˜, are boundary-condition in-
dependent [12].
8A. Definition of Brune’s RS parametrization
Key to Brune’s alternative parametrization is the split-
ting of the outgoing-wave reduced logarithmic derivative
– and thus the L0 matrix function – into real and imag-
inary parts, respectively the shift S and penetration P
factors:
L = S + iP (29)
From there, and with slight changes from the notation
in [12], the physical level matrix A˜ is defined as:
A˜−1(E) = G˜+ e˜− E
[
I+ H˜
]
− γ˜L(E)γ˜T (30)
with
G˜λµ =
γ˜µ
(
SµE˜λ − SλE˜µ
)
γ˜λ
E˜λ − E˜µ
(31)
and
H˜λµ =
γ˜µ (Sµ − Sλ) γ˜λ
E˜λ − E˜µ
(32)
such that with the new alternative resonance parameters,
E˜i and γ˜i,c, the following equality stands,
γTAγ = γ˜TA˜γ˜ (33)
and thus the scattering matrix U is left unchanged.
These alternative Brune parameters e˜ and γ˜ are no
longer B dependent since the arbitrary boundary con-
dition does not appear in the definition of the physical
level matrix, and from there in the parametrization of
the scattering matrix.
Brune explains how to compute his parameters from
the Wigner-Eisenbud ones by finding the
{
E˜i
}
scalars
and {ai} vectors that solve the generalized eigenproblem
[12]: [
e− γ
(
S(E˜i)−B
)
γT
]
ai = E˜iai (34)
where each eigenvector is normalized so that:
aTi ai = 1 (35)
and defining the Brune parameters as:
e˜ , diag(E˜i) , γ˜ , aTγ (36)
where a is the matrix composed of the column eigenvec-
tors: a , [a1, . . . ,ai, . . .]. The physical level matrix is
then defined as (c.f. equation (30), [12]):
A˜−1 , aTA−1a (37)
which guarantees
A = aA˜aT (38)
and thus (33), and whose explicit expression is (30).
Note that searching for the general eigenvalues in (34)
is equivalent to solving (apply the Sylvester determinant
identity theorem, or c.f. eq. (49)-(50) in [12]):
det
(
R−1S (E)
)∣∣
E=E˜i
= 0 (39)
i.e. solving for the poles of the RS operator defined as
R−1S , R−1 +B − S (40)
The key insight is that in equation (22) of [12], Brune
builds a square matrix a , [a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,aNλ ], from
which he is able to built the inverse physical level ma-
trix in his equation (30) of [12]. Brune justifies that this
matrix is indeed square in the paragraphs between equa-
tions (46) and (47) by a three-step monotony argument
depicted in FIG. 1 of [12]: 1) he assumes Sc(E) is con-
tinuous (i.e. has no real poles); 2) he assumes ∂Sc∂E ≥ 0,
which is always true for negative energies and was just
proved to be true for positive energies in the case of repul-
sive Coulomb interactions [31] (a general proof is lacking
for positive energy attractive Coulomb channels but has
always been verified in practice); 3) he invokes the eigen-
value repulsion behavior (no-crossing rule).If these three
assumption are true, since the left-hand-side of (34) is a
real symmetric matrix for any real energy value, then the
spectral theorem guarantees there exists Nλ different real
eigenvalues to it, and Brune’s three assumptions above
elegantly guarantee that there exists exactly Nλ real so-
lutions to the generalized eiganvalue problem (34).
B. Ambiguity in shift and penetration factors
definition for complex wavenumbers
There is a subtlety, however. A careful analysis re-
veals that the assumption that Sc(E) is continuous or
monotonously increasing is not unequivocal, and points
to an open discussion in the field of nuclear cross section
evaluations: the way of continuing the scattering matrix
U to complex wavenumbers kc ∈ C. Indeed, there is an
ambiguity in the definition of the shift Sc(E) and pen-
etration Pc(E) functions: two approaches are possible,
and the community is not clear on which is correct.
The first, Lane & Thomas approach is to define the
shift and penetration functions as the real and imagi-
nary parts of the the outgoing-wave reduced logarithmic
derivative:
∀E ∈ C ,
{
S(E) , < [L(E)] ∈ R
P (E) , = [L(E)] ∈ R (41)
This definition, introduced in [10] III.4.a. from equa-
tions (4.4) to (4.7c), finds its justification in the discus-
sion between equations (2.1) and (2.2) of [10] VII.2, as it
presents the advantage of automatically closing the sub-
threshold channels since:
∀E < ETc , = [Lc(E)] = 0 (42)
9This elegant closure of channels comes at the cost of loos-
ing the mathematical properties of the scattering matrix
U(k): it is no longer analytic for complex wavenumbers
kc ∈ C (we will also show in a follow-up article [13] that
this introduces non-physical spurious poles to the scatter-
ing matrix and brakes the generalized unitarity of Eden &
Taylor [15]). In this Lane & Thomas approach (41), the
function calculated for S changes from S(E) , Sc(E)
above threshold (E ≥ ETc), to S(E) , Lc(E) below
threshold (E < ETc), because of (42). Moreover, defini-
tion (41) induces ramifications for both the shift and the
penetration factors, as we show in lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Branch-point definition of shift Sc(E)
and penetration Pc(E) functions.
Definition (41) of the shift Sc(E) and penetration Pc(E)
functions, legacy of Lane & Thomas, entails:
• branch-points for both Sc(E) and Pc(E), induced by
the multi-sheeted nature of mapping (6),
• on the {E,−} sheet below threshold E < ETc , the
shift function Sc(E) can present discontinuities and
areas where ∂Sc∂E (E) < 0,
• in particular, for neutral particles of odd angular
momenta `c ≡ 1 (mod 2), there is exactly one real
sub-threshold pole to Sc(E) on the
{
E,−} sheet,
• everywhere other than sub-threshold {E,−} sheet,
and in particular on all of the
{
E,+
}
sheet,
the shift function Sc(E) is continuous and
monotonously increasing: ∂Sc∂E (E) ≥ 0.
Proof. The proof simply introduces the branch-structure
of the ρc(E) mapping (6), observable in figure 1, into the
Lane & Thomas definition (41). Historically, the study
of the properties emanating from this definition have ne-
glected the
{
E,−} sheet. Importantly, it was recently
proved that ∂Sc∂E (E) ≥ 0 is true for most cases [31]. This
proof did not consider the
{
E,−} sheet of mapping (6).
However, their proof of ∂Sc∂E (E) ≥ 0 should still stand
on the
{
E,+
}
sheet. Moreover, the proof of lemma 3
establishes that all the discontinuity points, i.e. the real-
energy poles, happen at sub-threshold energies, and in
particular that neutral particles with odd angular mo-
ment introduce exactly one such sub-threshold disconti-
nuity. This means that above threshold, both the shift
Sc(E) and penetration Pc(E) functions are continuous.
These behaviors are depicted in figure 2. Finally, one will
notice that the
{
E,+
}
and
{
E,−} sheets coincide above
threshold for the shift function Sc(E), and below thresh-
old for the penetration function Pc(E). For Pc(E), this
is because of property (42). For Sc(E), this is because
for real energies above threshold, both definitions (41)
and (44) coincide, and lemma 3 shows the analytic con-
tinuation definition of Sc(E) is function of ρ
2
c(E), which
unfolds the sheets of the Rieman mapping (6). Hence, for
above-threshold energies, this property still stands for the
Lane & Thomas definition of the shift factor Sc(E).
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FIG. 2. Real and imaginary parts of the massive neutral parti-
cles reduced logarithmic derivative of the outgoing wavefunc-
tion, <[L`(E)] and =[L`(E)], for different angular momenta
` ∈ J1, 4K. This quantity was used by Lane & Thomas to de-
fine the shift and penetration functions, S`(E) and P`(E), as
(41). This definition commands branch points from mapping
(2) (c.f. figure 1). <[L`(E)] presents sub-threshold disconti-
nuities (for odd `) and non-monotonic behavior (for even `)
below threshold on the
{
E,−} sheet.
The second approach to defining the shift and pene-
tration functions, S and P , consists of performing ana-
lytic continuation of the scattering matrix U to complex
energies E ∈ C. This is implicit in the Kapur-Peirls
or Siegert-Humblet expansions (c.f. [32, 33] and section
sections IX.2.c-d-e p.297-298 of [10]), and an abundant
literature revolves around the analytic properties of the
scattering matrix in the complex plane, including the
vast Theory of Nuclear Reaction of Humblet and Rosen-
feld [14, 34–41], or the general unitarity condition on the
multi-sheeted Riemann surface introduced by Eden and
Taylor in [15]. In this approach, energy dependence of
the shift and penetration factors for positive energies are
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analyticly continued into the complex plane, i.e.
S :
{
C 7→ C
E → Sc(E) s.t. S(E) = Sc(E), ∀(E−ETc) ∈ R+
(43)
so that they can be computed from the outgoing wave-
function reduced logarithmic derivative L by analytic
continuation in wavenumber space kc ∈ C:
∀ρc ∈ C ,
{
Sc(ρc) , Lc(ρc)+[Lc(ρ
∗
c)]
∗
2 ∈ C
Pc(ρc) , Lc(ρc)−[Lc(ρ
∗
c)]
∗
2i ∈ C
(44)
From this definition (44), and using the recurrence rela-
tion (11), one readily finds the expressions for the neutral
particles shift and penetration factors documented in ta-
ble III. Critically, both definitions (41) and (44) will yield
the same shift Sc(E) and penetration Pc(E) functions for
real energies above threshold E ≥ ETc . Moreover, def-
inition (44) bestows interesting analytic properties onto
the shift and penetration functions, here established in
lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Analytic continuation definition of
shift Sc(E) and penetration Pc(E) functions.
When defined by analytic continuation (44), the shift
function, Sc(ρ), satisfies the Mittag-Leffler expansion:
Sc(ρ) = −`+
∑
n≥1
arg(ωn)∈[−pi2 ,0]
ρ2
ρ2 − ω2n
+
ρ2
ρ2 − ω∗n2 (45)
where the poles
{
ωn
}
are only the lower-right-quadrant
roots – i.e. such that arg(ωn) ∈ [−pi2 , 0] – of the outgo-
ing wave function Oc(ρc). In the neutral particles cases,
these are reported in table II. Given ρc(E) mapping (6),
this entails Sc(E):
• unfolds the sheets of ρc(E) mapping (6),
• is purely real for real energies: ∀E ∈ R, Sc(E) ∈ R.
The penetration function, Pc(ρ), satisfies the Mittag-
Leffler expansion:
Pc(ρ) = ρ
[
1− i
∑
n≥1
arg(ωn)∈[−pi2 ,0]
ωn
ρ2 − ω2n
− ω
∗
n
ρ2 − ω∗n2
]
(46)
which in turn entails that Pc(E):
• is purely real for above threshold energies: ∀E >
ETc , Pc(E) ∈ R,
• is purely imaginary for sub-threshold energies:
∀E < ETc , Pc(E) ∈ iR,
In the neutral particles case, Mittag-Leffler expansions
(45) and (46) are the partial fraction decompositions of
the rational fractions reported in table III, and for all odd
angular momenta `c ≡ 1 (mod 2), both have one, shared,
real sub-threshold pole.
Proof. The proof uses lemma 1, where we establish the
Mittag-Leffler expansion (14) of the reduced logarithmic
derivative Lc(ρc). We recall the conjugacy relations of
the outgoing and incoming wavefunctions (eq. (2.12),
VI.2.c. in [10]), whereby, for any channel c:[
Oc(k
∗
c )
]∗
= Ic(kc) ,
[
Ic(k
∗
c )
]∗
= Oc(kc)
Oc(−kc) = Ic(kc) , Ic(−kc) = Oc(kc)
−O(1)c (−kc) = I(1)c (kc) , −I(1)c (−kc) = O(1)c (kc)
(47)
where the third line was obtained by taking the derivative
of the second. Properties (47) on the poles
{
ωn
}
mean
each pole ωn on the lower right quadrant of the complex
plane – i.e. such that arg(ωn) ∈ [−pi2 , 0] – induces a
specular pole −ω∗n. Dividing the poles in specular pairs,
we can re-write the Mittag-Leffler expansion (14) as:
Lc(ρ) = −`+ iρ+
∑
n≥1
arg(ωn)∈[−pi2 ,0]
ρ
ρ− ωn +
ρ
ρ+ ω∗n (48)
Plugging-in expression (48) into the shift function defini-
tion (44) readily yields (45) and (46).
Note that (45) unfolds the Riemann surface of mapping
(6), whereas (46) factors-out the branch points so that
all its branches are symmetric. In (46) we recognize the
odd powers of ρ in the neutral particles case of table III,
which do not unfold the Riemann sheets of mapping (6).
These behaviors are illustrated in figure 3.
In the neutral particles case, Lc is a rational fraction
in ρc, and its denominator is of degree `c, as can be ob-
served in table I, thus inducing `c poles, reported in table
II. Since these poles
{
ωn
}
must respect the specular sym-
metry: ω ←→ −ω∗n; it thus entails that these poles come
in symmetric pairs. For neutral particles, odd angular
momenta mean there is an odd number of poles
{
ωn
}
.
For them to come in pairs thus imposes one is exactly
imaginary ωn = −ixn, with xn ∈ R+. When squared,
this purely imaginary pole will introduce a purely sub-
threshold pole in both (45) and (46), through: 1ρ2+x2n
.
An example to illustrate the difference between defini-
tions (41) and (44) is depicted in figures 2 and 3. Con-
sider the elemental case of a neutron channel with angu-
lar momentum `c = 1, and let ρ0 be the proportionality
constant so that (2) is written ρ(E) = ±ρ0
√
E − ETc .
Let us also set a zero threshold ETc = 0, for simplicity.
In this case, the legacy Lane & Thomas definition
(41) corresponds to taking S(E) , Sc(ρc(E)) = − 11+ρ2c
for above-threshold energies E ≥ ETc , and switch to
S(E) , Lc(ρc(E)) = −1+iρc+ρ
2
c
1−iρc for sub-threshold en-
ergies E < ETc . Since the (2) mapping ρ(E) =
±ρ0
√
E − ETc has two sheets, this means definition (41)
entails: S(E) , Sc(E) = − 11+ρ20E for E ≥ ETc , and
S(E) , Lc(E) = −1±iρ0
√
E+ρ20E
1∓iρ0
√
E
for E < ETc , which
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TABLE III. Shift S`(ρ), S
0
` (ρ) , S`(ρ) − B` using B` = −`, and P`(ρ) irreducible forms for neutral particles, for angular
momenta 0 ≤ ` ≤ 4, all defined from analytic continuation (44).
S`(ρ) S
0
` (ρ) , S`(ρ)−B` (recurrence for B` = −` ) P`(ρ)
` S`(ρ) =
ρ2(`−S`−1(ρ))
(`−S`−1(ρ))2+P`−1(ρ)2
− ` S0` (ρ) , S`(ρ) + ` = ρ
2(2`−1−S0`−1(ρ))
(2`−1−S0`−1(ρ))
2
+P`−1(ρ)2
P`(ρ) =
ρP`−1(ρ)
(`−S`−1(ρ))2+P`−1(ρ)2
0 0 0 ρ
1 − 1
1+ρ2
ρ2
1+ρ2
ρ3
1+ρ2
2 − 18+3ρ2
9+3ρ2+ρ4
3ρ2+2ρ4
9+3ρ2+ρ4
ρ5
9+3ρ2+ρ4
3 − 675+90ρ2+6ρ4
225+45ρ2+6ρ4+ρ6
45ρ2+12ρ4+3ρ6
225+45ρ2+6ρ4+ρ6
ρ7
225+45ρ2+6ρ4+ρ6
4 − 44100+4725ρ2+270ρ4+10ρ6
11025+1575ρ2+135ρ4+10ρ6+ρ8
1575ρ2+270ρ4+30ρ6+4ρ8
11025+1575ρ2+135ρ4+10ρ6+ρ8
ρ9
11025+1575ρ2+135ρ4+10ρ6+ρ8
is a real quantity. Definition (41) thus introduces the
ramifications reported in figure 2. In particular, the full
cyan line of our <[Lc(E)] plot corresponds to the un-
charged case for angular momentum ` = 0 reported as
a black curve in FIG.1, p.6 of [31]. Notice that all the{
E,+
}
curves are continuous and monotonically increas-
ing (∂Sc∂E ≥ 0), which is in accordance to the monotonic
properties established in [31]. However, on the
{
E,−}
sheet below threshold, <[Lc(E)] is no longer monotonic
for even angular momenta (
∂<
[
Lc(E)
]
∂E ≥ 0 does not hold),
and is discontinuous in the case of odd angular momenta.
In contrast, for our same elemental case, the ana-
lytic continuation definition (44) simply defines S(E) ,
Sc(ρc(E)) = − 11+ρ2c for all real or complex energies
E ∈ C, that is S(E) , − 1
1+ρ20E
. The later happens
to have a real pole, which introduces a discontinuity,
at Edis. = − 1ρ20 , as can be seen in figure 3. One can
observe that all odd angular momenta are monotonous
but have a real sub-threshold pole. For even angular
momenta, S`(E) is continuous, monotonically increasing
above-threshold, but ∂S∂E (E) ≥ 0 does not hold below-
threshold. For the penetration function Pc(E), each ram-
ification is monotonous, but in opposite, mirror direction.
In figure 3, the shift function Sc(E) does not present
branch points, as proved in lemma 3: it is a function of
ρ2 so no ±√· choice is necessary in ρc(E) mapping (4).
C. Number of Brune poles:
existence of shadow poles
Definitions (41) and (43) have a major impact on the
Brune parameters (36): they command that the number
NS of Brune poles
{
E˜i
}
, solutions to Brune’s general-
ized eigenproblem (34), is greater than the Nλ previously
found in [12]: i.e. NS ≥ Nλ. And this is regardless of
whether definition (41) or (43) is chosen for the shift fac-
tor Sc(E) when searching for these solutions.
The fundamental reason for this is that Brune’s three-
step monotony argument, which elegantly proved in [12]
that there are exactly Nλ solutions to (34) and which we
here recall in the last paragraph of section III A, rests on
two hypotheses on the shift function Sc(E): 1) it is con-
tinuous (i.e. has no real poles), and; 2) it is monotonously
increasing, i.e. ∂Sc∂E ≥ 0. In [31], these two hypotheses
have just been proved to hold true for energies above
threshold E ≥ ETc , i.e. for real wavenumbers kc ∈ R.
Yet, we just established in lemmas 2 and 3 that proper
accounting of the multi-sheeted nature of the Riemann
surface created by mapping (6) shows these two hypothe-
ses do not hold for sub-threshold energies E < ETc , where
the wavenumber is purely imaginary from mapping (2).
This engenders additional solutions to Brune’s general-
ized eigenproblem (34), so that the number NS of Brune
poles
{
E˜i
}
is in fact greater than the number of chan-
nels: NS ≥ Nλ. So how many NS solutions are there?
This depends on the R-matrix parameters and on the
definition chosen for the shift function Sc(E), as we now
show in theorems 1 and 2, for definitions (41) and (43),
respectively.
Theorem 1. Branch Brune Poles.
Let the branch Brune poles
{
E˜i
}
be the solutions of the
Brune generalized eigenproblem (34), using the legacy
Lane & Thomas definition (41) for the shift Sc(E), and
let NS be the number of such solutions, then:
• all the branch Brune poles are real, and live on the
2Nc sheets of the Riemann surface from (6) map-
ping:
E˜i,±, . . . ,±︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nc
 ∈ RNS ,
• exactly Nλ branch Brune poles are present on the{
E,+, . . . ,+︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nc
}
sheet of mapping (6): these are the
principal (or resonant) poles,
• additional shadow Brune poles can be found below
threshold, E < ETc , on the
{
E,−} sheets of map-
ping (6), depending on the values of the resonance
parameters
{
Eλ, γλc, Bc, ETc , ac
}
– though in a
way that is invariant under change of boundary-
condition Bc,
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FIG. 3. Shift Sc(E) and penetration Pc(E) functions for mas-
sive neutral particles, as defined by analytic continuation (44),
for different angular momenta `c ∈ J0, 4K. This definition in-
duces no branch points for the shift function Sc(E), as it un-
folds the sheets of mapping (6), in this non-relativistic massive
particles case (2), as shown in lemma 3. One can observe dis-
continuities (for odd angular momenta) and non-monotonic
behavior (for even angular momenta) for sub-threshold ener-
gies. Pc(E) is purely real, with branches, above threshold;
and purely imaginary, with branches, below threshold.
• each neutral particle, odd angular momentum `c ≡
1 (mod 2), channel adds at least one shadow Brune
pole below threshold on its
{
E,−} sheet,
so that the total number N±S of branch Brune poles on all
sheets of mapping (6) is greater or equal to the number
Nλ of levels: N
±
S ≥ Nλ.
Proof. Let us go about solving the Brune generalized
eigenproblem (34), following the three-step argument of
Brune (c.f. last paragraph of section III A). We con-
sider the left-hand side of (34). According to definition
(41), the shift function is always real, even for complex
wavenumbers kc ∈ C. Since by construction the Wigner-
Eisenbud R-matrix parameters
{
Eλ, γλc, Bc, ETc , ac
}
are
also all real, this implies the right-hand side must be real
to solve (34). Thus, all branch Brune poles from def-
inition (41) are real. To find them, we follow Brune’s
approach: for any energy E, on any of the 2Nc sheets of
mapping (6), the left-hand side is a real symmetric ma-
trix, and its eigenvalue decomposition will thus yield Nλ
real eigenvalues:
{
E˜i(E)
} ∈ R. We then have to vary
the E value until these real eigenvalues cross the E = E
identity line in the right-hand side. In general, the full
accounting of all the Riemann sheets from mapping (6)
will entail solutions of the generalized Brune eigenprob-
lem (34) on all sheets. These branch Brune poles should
thus be reported with the choice of sheet from the map-
ping (6) for each channel:
{
E˜i,+,−, . . . ,+
}
.
We state in lemma 2 than on the
{
E,+
}
sheet, Sc(E) is
indeed continuous and monotonously increasing. We can
thus apply Brune’s three-step argument: theNλ eigenval-
ues of the left-hand side of (34) will satisfy ∂E˜i∂E (E) ≤ 0,
and thus each and every one of them will eventually cross
the E = E identity line exactly once as E varies contin-
uously. On the
{
E,+
}
sheet for all channels, there are
thus exactly Nλ Brune poles:
E˜i,+, . . . ,+︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nc
 ∈ RNλ
However, we showed in lemma 2 that Sc(E) is not
monotonous and can be discontinuous for sub-threshold
energies E < ETc on the
{
E,−} sheet. So how many
Brune poles are there on all sheets? Unfortunately, the
number of solutions to Brune’s generalized eigenproblem
(34) will depend on the values of the resonance parame-
ters
{
Eλ, γλc, Bc, ETc , ac
}
– though in a way that is in-
variant under change of boundary-condition Bc, as made
evident in (39) when considering invariance (26). That
the number of solutions to (34) depends on the parame-
ters can be observed in figure 5.
For neutral particles odd momenta `c ≡ 1 (mod 2)
channels, lemma 2 also showed there exist exactly one
sub-threshold pole to Sc(E) on the
{
E,−} sheet of map-
ping (6). This pole will automatically cross the E = E
line of Brune’s three-step argument twice, once below and
once above threshold, adding an additional shadow Bune
pole to the Nλ Brune found in [12]. This proves that
there exists shadow Brune poles, just as shadow poles in
13
the Siegert-Humblet parameters were revealed by G.Hale
in [42, 43]. This behavior is illustrated in figure 4.
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FIG. 4. Elemental Brune eigenproblem (54): comparison of
solutions from definitions (41) versus (44), for angular mo-
mentum `c = 1, neutral particles, using Bc = −`c convention
and zero threshold ETc . Since both have a real sub-threshold
poles, both will yield two solutions (crossing the E=E di-
agonal), one above and one below the discontinuity. If at
threshold energy ETc the left hand side of (54) is above the
E=E diagonal, then the above-threshold solutions from both
definitions coincide. In any case, the sub-threshold solutions
differ. Behavior is analogous for all odd angular momenta
`c ≡ 1(mod2).
Theorem 1 establishes the existence of sub-threshold
shadow Brune poles when the legacy Lane & Thomas
definition (41) is chosen for the shift function Sc(E). If
instead the analytic continuation definition (43) is cho-
sen, we now show in theorem 2 that this unfolds the
Riemann surface for the shift function Sc(E) so that no
branch points are required to define the Brune parame-
ters. We argue in a follow-up article that the analytic
continuation approach (44) is the physically correct one
[13], as it conserves the meromorphic properties of the
Kapur-Peierls operator, which preserves general unitar-
ity, cancels non-physical poles out of the scattering ma-
trix U(E) otherwise spuriously introduced by the Lane &
Thomas approach (41), allows for parameters transform
under change of channel radius, and still should close
cross sections below channel thresholds. Though there is
no absolute consensus yet amongst the community as to
which approach ought to be valid, both yield identical re-
sults for real energies above threshold (real wavenumbers
kc ∈ R).
Theorem 2. Analytic Brune Poles.
Let the analytic Brune poles
{
E˜i
}
be the solutions of the
Brune generalized eigenproblem (34), using the analytic
continuation definition (44) for the shift Sc(E), and let
NS be the number of such solutions, then:
• the analytic Brune poles are in general complex,
and live on the single sheet of the unfolded Riemann
surface from (6) mapping:
{
E˜i
}
∈ CNS ,
• in the neutral particle case, there are exactly NS
complex analytic Brune poles with:
NS = Nλ +
Nc∑
c=1
`c (49)
• in the charged particles case, there is a countable
infinity of complex analytic Brune poles: NS =∞,
• for each level λ, there exists a real principal (or
resonant) analytic Brune pole. These Nλ principal
poles are the same as the principal branch Brune
poles of theorem 1,
• the number NRS of real analytic Brune poles,{
E˜i
}
∈ RNRS , is greater than the number of lev-
els, NRS ≥ Nλ, and depends on the values of
the resonance parameters
{
Eλ, γλc, Bc, ETc , ac
}
–
though in a way that is invariant under change of
boundary-condition Bc,
• each neutral particle, odd angular momentum `c ≡
1 (mod 2), channel adds at least one real analytic
Brune pole below threshold,
so that the number NS of complex and N
R
S of real ana-
lytic Brune poles is greater than the number Nλ of levels:
NS ≥ NRS ≥ Nλ.
Proof. The proof follows the one of theorem 1. How-
ever, when considering the left-hand side of (34), the
shift function is now defined from analytic continuation
definition (44), which in general entails Sc(E) is a com-
plex number. This entails the left-hand side of (34) is
now a complex symmetric matrix. In general, a complex
symmetric matrix is not diagonalizable, has no special
properties on its spectrum, and we refer to reference lit-
erature on its Jordan canonical form and other properties
[44–50]. Nonetheless, we know the left-hand side of (34)
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will be real-symmetric, thus diagonalizable, for real en-
ergies above threshold, which hints (but does not prove)
it is probably a good assumption to assume the complex
symmetric matrix to be non-defective in general. Re-
gardless of the eigenvectors, we can search for the Brune
poles
{
E˜i
}
by solving problem (39) directly (c.f. dis-
cussion around equation (51) in [12]). Here, the analytic
properties of definition (44), established in lemma 3, en-
tail the determinant in (39) is a meromorphic operator
of ρ2, which unfolds mapping (6) so that all the solutions
of (39) live on one single sheet.
In the case of Nc massive neutral channels, the shift
factor Sc(ρ) is a rational fraction in ρ
2 with a degree of
`c (in E space) in the denominator, where `c is the angu-
lar momentum of the channel (c.f. table III and lemma
3 with table II). The search for the poles of the RS
operator (39) will then yield NS complex Brune poles{
E˜i
}
∈ C with NS = Nλ +
∑Nc
c=1 `c, as stated in (49).
The intuition behind this number NS is that both the
R-matrix (17) and the diagonal matrix of shift functions,
S(E) , diag (Sc(E)), will each contribute their num-
ber of poles, Nλ and
∑
c `c respectively, adding them up
to yield NS = Nλ +
∑Nc
c=1 `c solutions (49) to the de-
terminant problem (39). We achieved a formal proof of
result (49), though it is somewhat technical. It rests on
the diagonal divisibility and capped multiplicities lemma
4, which we apply to the developed rational fraction
det
(
R−1S (E)
)
in (39), or directly to (34), depending on
whether Nλ ≥ Nc or Nc ≥ Nλ. In the (most com-
mon) case of Nλ ≥ Nc, we develop det
(
R−1S
)
(E) =
det
(
R−1 − S0) (E) by n-linearity: det (R−1 − S0) =
det
(
R−1
)
det
(
I−RS0) with det (I−RS0) = 1 −
Tr
(
RS0
)
+ . . . + Tr
(
Adj
(−RS0)) + det (−RS0), so
that: det
(
R−1S
)
= det
(
R−1
) − Tr (Adj (R−1)S0) +
. . . − Tr (R−1Adj (S0)) + (−1)Ncdet (S0). In the lat-
ter expression, R−1(E) = γ+ (e− EI)γT+ has no poles,
so its determinant is a polynomial det
(
R−1
)
(E) ∈
C[X]. The rational fraction with greatest degree in
the denominator is det
(
S0
)
(E) ∈ C(X). For neu-
tral particles S0c (E) =
s0c(E)
dc(E)
, where the denominator
is of degree `c = deg (dc(E)) in E space (c.f. ta-
ble III), so that to rationalize the rational fraction
det
(
R−1S
)
(E) ∈ C(X), we must multiply it by the
denominator of det
(
S0
)
(E), which is
∏Nc
c=1 dc(E), a
polynomial of degree
∑
c `c. That is
(∏Nc
c=1 dc(E)
)
×
det
(
R−1S
)
(E) =
(∏Nc
c=1 dc(E)
)
× det (R−1) (E) +
. . . + (−1)Nc∏Ncc=1 s0c(E) ∈ C[X]. The dominant de-
gree polynomial in this expression is
(∏Nc
c=1 dc(E)
)
×
det
(
R−1
)
(E). In this expression, the total degree of
the polynomial is the sum of the degrees of the product
terms. We readily have deg
(∏Nc
c=1 dc(E)
)
=
∑
c `c. For
the degree of the determinant term det
(
R−1
)
(E), the
application of diagonal divisibility and capped multiplic-
ities lemma 4 stipulates that if Eλ1 = Eλ2 = . . . = Eλmλ ,
this multiplicity mλ of the resonance energy value Eλ
will be capped by Nc. In practice, this does not happen
because the Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parameters Eλ
are defined as different from each other Eλ 6= Eµ6=λ. This
is no longer true in the case Nc ≥ Nλ, where developing
the determinant of (34) directly will similarly yield by n-
linearity, and denoting ∆ , e−EI for clarity of scripture:
det
(
∆− γS0γT) = det (∆) − Tr (Adj (∆)γS0γT) +
. . .−Tr (∆ Adj (γS0γT))+(−1)Nλdet (γS0γT). Again,
in the latter expression the rational fraction with the
highest-degree denominator is det
(
γS0γT
)
(E) ∈ C(X).
Applying the diagonal divisibility and capped multiplic-
ities lemma 4 to it commands that if there are various
channels with the same Sc(E), for instance with the same
`c and ρ0c, their multiplicity of occurrence is capped by
Nλ when rationalizing the fraction det
(
γS0γT
)
(E) ∈
C(X), so that Q(E) × det (γS0γT) (E) ∈ C[X] is a
polynomial, with Q(E) ,
∏Nc c = 1
dc 6= dc6=c′
dc(E)
 ×
∏mim{Nc,Nλ}c′ = 1
dc = dc6=c′
dc(E)
. In the developed expression
of the polynomial Q(E) × det (∆− γS0γT), the dom-
inant degree term is now: Q(E) × det (∆), the de-
gree of which is the sum of the degree of each term.
The degree of det (∆) is Nλ, whereas the degree of
Q(E) is deg (Q(E)) =
∑Nc
c=1|`c 6=`c′ `c +
∑min{Nλ,Nc}
c=1|`c=`c′ `c.
Hence, we find back the expression (49) to be proved:
NS = Nλ+
∑Nc
c=1 `c, but with the additional subtlety that
the multiplicities (repeating occurrences) are capped,
both for
∑
Eλ multiplicity
capped atNc
deg
(
Eλ − ρ2(E)
)
and for
∑
Sc multiplicity
capped atNλ
deg (dc(ρ(E))), so that the final, ex-
act number of complex eigenvalues to Brune’s generalized
eigenproblem (34) in the neutral channels case is:
NS = Nλ +
∑
Sc multiplicity
capped atNλ
`c
(50)
This means that if many channels, say mc, have the same
shift function Sc = Sc′ , the resulting `c = `c′ will only be
added min {mc, Nλ} times in the sum (50).
A final technical note to state that this number NS of
poles (50) is true in E space, as we have showed in lemma
3 that definition (44) unfolds the Riemann sheet of (6). If
we were performing this in ρ space, we would thus simply
multiply the degrees by 2. This is not true if we were
searching for the poles of the Kapur-Peierls operator RL,
as the mapping of ρ(E) is not one-to-one anymore. From
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table I, we would be able to perform the same analysis
that yielded (50), but it would have to be in ρ space.
In the charged particles case, Sc(E) has an infinity of
poles (c.f. lemma 3). Extending our proof of (50) from
the neutral particles to the charged particles ones would
thus yield a countable infinity of complex analytic Brune
poles.
The key question is: how many of the NS complex
Brune poles are real? To address it, we come back to
the three-step Brune argument and look for real eigen-
values from the left-hand-side of (34) that will cross
the right-hand side identity line E = E for real values.
Here again, Brune’s three-step argument will guarantee
at least Nλ real solutions. There are in general more so-
lutions however, and as for the shadow Brune poles of
theorem 1, the number of real analytic Brune poles, so-
lutions to (34), will depend on the R-matrix parameters{
Eλ, γλc, Bc, ETc , ac
}
, in a way that is invariant under
change of boundary-condition Bc (plug-in invariance (26)
into (39)). We illustrate various such cases in figure 5.
However, each neutral particle channel with odd angu-
lar momentum `c ≡ 1 (mod 2) will add at least one real
sub-threshold solution to the Nλ ones, due to the real
sub-threshold pole of Sc(E) unveiled in lemma 3. This
behavior is depicted in figure 4.
Lemma 4. Diagonal divisibility and capped mul-
tiplicities.
Let M ∈ Cm×n be a complex matrix and D(z) ∈
Diagn (C (X)) be a diagonal matrix of complex ra-
tional functions with simple poles, that is Dij(z) =
δij
Ri(z)∈C[X]
Pi(z)∈C[X] , with C [X] designating the set of polyno-
mials and C (X) the set of rational expressions, and we
assume Pi(z) has simple roots.
Let Q(z) ∈ C [X] be the denominator of det (D) (z), but
with all multiplicities capped by m, i.e.
Q(z) ,
n∏
j = 1
Pj 6= Pi6=j
Pj(z)
mim{n,m}∏
i = 1
Pi = Pi 6=j
Pi(z) (51)
then Q(z) is the denominator of det
(
MD(z)MT
)
, so
that:
Q(z) · det (MD(z)MT) ∈ C [X] (52)
Proof. Leibniz’s determinant formula yields:
det
(
MD(z)MT
)
=
∑
σ∈Sm
(σ)
m∏
i=1
n∑
j=1
MijMσij
Rj(z)
Pj(z)
Let us now develop the product using the formula:
m∏
i=1
n∑
j=1
xi,j =
∑
j1,...,jm∈J1,nKm
m∏
i=1
xi,ji
which leads to:
det
(
MDMT
)
=
∑
σ∈Sm
(σ)
∑
j1, . . . , jm
∈ J1, nKm
m∏
i=1
MijiMσiji
Rji(z)
Pji(z)
(53)
We here have a sum of products of m terms; thus, the
Rj(z)
Pj(z)
never appear more than m times in each product
– nor more than their multiplicity in det (D) (z). It thus
suffices to account for each Pj(z) a number of times that
is the maximum between its multiplicity and m in order
to rationalize the det
(
MD(z)MT
) ∈ C(X) fraction.
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FIG. 5. Elemental Brune eigenproblem (54): comparison of
solutions from definitions (41) versus (44), for angular mo-
mentum `c = 2, neutral particles, using Bc = −`c conven-
tion and zero threshold ETc = 0. Since there are no real
sub-threshold poles, both can yield one, two, or three solu-
tions (crossing the E=E diagonal), depending on the values
of the resonance parameters. If at threshold energy ETc the
left hand side of (54) is above the E=E diagonal, then the
above-threshold solutions from both definitions coincide. In
any case, the sub-threshold solutions differ. Behavior is anal-
ogous for all even angular momenta `c ≡ 0(mod2).
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Importantly, since both shift function Sc(E) definitions
(41) and (43) coincide above threshold, the solutions to
(34) will be the same above thresholds. The discrepancy
in the values of the Brune parameters, solutions to (34),
will only differ when certain channels have to be consid-
ered below threshold: Sc(E) with E < ETc .
To illustrate these differences, let us consider the sim-
ple example of a one-level, one-channel neutral particle
interaction, with a zero-threshold ETc = 0, and set about
solving the Brune generalized eigenproblem (34), which
here takes the simple scalar form:
Eλ − γλ,c
(
Sc(E)−Bc
)
γλ,c = E (54)
In figures 4 and 5, we plotted the left and right hand
side of this elemental Brune eigenproblem (54), for both
definitions (41) and (44) of the shift function Sc(E), for
various values of resonance parameters {Eλ, γλ,c} and the
convention Bc = −`c, for different angular momenta `c.
In the case of `c = 1, depicted in figure 4, one can
observe that the real sub-threshold pole engendered by
odd angular momenta (c.f. section III B) introduces a
sub-threshold Brune parameter, where the left-hand side
of (54) crosses the E = E identity line. In the case of the
Lane & Thomas legacy definition (41), this sub-threshold
shadow Brune pole is on the
{
E,−} sheet of mapping
(2), whereas for analytic continuation definition (44) it
is on the same, unique sheet. The same behavior will be
observable for all odd angular momenta `c ≡ 1 (mod 2).
In the case `c = 2, depicted in figure 5, the non-purely-
imaginary poles {ωn, ω∗n} 6∈ iR (c.f. lemma 3 and table
II) will impact the shift function Sc(ρc) in ways that may
or may not produce additional real solutions
{
E˜i
}
∈ R
to the generalized eigenproblem (34). This behavior is re-
ported in figure 5, where one can observe that, depending
on the R-matrix parameter values
{
Eλ, γλ,c, Bc
}
, there
are either one, two (tangential for the analytic contin-
uation definition), or three solutions to the Brune gen-
eralized eigenproblem (54). For instance, one can see
that definition (41) can yield situations with two sub-
threshold branch Brune poles – one on the
{
E,+
}
branch
and one shadow pole (i.e. on the
{
E,−} branch) – or
with two sub-threshold shadow Brune poles – both sub-
threshold on the
{
E,−} branch – or situations where
only one, above-threshold solution is produced. On the
other hand, analytic continuation definition (44) can also
yield one, two (tangentially) or three solutions, depend-
ing on the sub-threshold behavior and the resonant pa-
rameters eigenvalues
{
Eλ, γλ,c, Bc
}
. The number of real
solutions
{
E˜i
}
∈ R to the Brune generalized eigenprob-
lem (34) will thus depend on the R-matrix parameters,
and is in general comprised between Nλ and NS .
To verify the number of complex analytic Brune
poles (49), a trivial example is considering (54) in the
`c = 1 case, where the analytic shift function takes the
wavenumber dependence, S(ρ) = − 11+ρ2 , and thus the
poles of the RS operator are nothing but the solutions
to Eλ−E
γ2λ,c
+B+ 1
1+ρ20(E−ETc ) = 0. The fundamental theo-
rem of algebra then guarantees this problem has NS = 2
complex solutions, not Nλ = 1. The surprising part is
that both are real poles: one above and one below thresh-
old, which again stems from the fact the number of roots
{ωn} is odd and that their symmetries thus require one
pole to be exaclty imaginary (in wavenumber space), as
explained in section III B. For `c = 2, we would have
S02(E) =
3E+2E2
9
ρ20
+3E+E2
, so that the fundamental theorem of
algebra commands (54) will have NS = 3 solutions, veri-
fying the NS = Nλ+
∑Nc
c=1 `c complex poles we establish
in (49). In the general charged-particles case, the shift
factor Sc(ρ) is no longer a rational fraction in ρ
2 but is
a meromorphic operator in ρ2 with an infinity of poles
(c.f. lemma 3). This means that, in general, there exist
Nλ ≤ NS ≤ ∞ complex poles of the RS operator, and
that at least Nλ of them are real.
When the left-hand side of (54) crosses the E = E
identity line above threshold, the branch Brune poles co-
incide with the analytic Brune poles, as can be observed
in figures 4 and 5. Since the shift function Sc(E) is con-
tinuous and monotonically increasing above threshold,
the question is whether the eigenvalues of the left-hand
side of (34) are above the E = E line at the threshold
value: E = ETc . If yes, then it would mean that past
the last threshold there will be exactly Nλ solutions to
(34). However, nothing guarantees a priori that all the
eigenvalues of the left hand side of (34) are above the
E = E at the last threshold. From solving the elemental
Brune problem (54), we observed that it seems to require
negative resonance levels Eλ < 0 to induce the left-hand
side of (34) to be below the E = E line at the thresh-
old value, as illustrated in figures 4 and 5. When this
happens, the Brune poles will be sub-threshold, and thus
depend on the (41) or (44) definition for the shift function
Sc(E). However, the fact that different channels will have
different threshold levels ETc 6= ETc′ , and that nothing
stops R-matrix parameters from displaying negative res-
onance levels Eλ < 0, mean no definitive conclusion can
be reached as to the number of real Brune parameters.
D. Choice of Brune poles
Brune defined his alternative Brune parameters in (36)
and (37) by building the square matrix a, and then in-
verting it to guarantee (38) (c.f. section III A). We
just demonstrated in theorems 1 and 2 that there are
in general more Brune poles NS – either branch Brune
poles or analytic Brune poles – than the number Nλ
of resonance levels: NS ≥ Nλ. Yet the fact that
there are more than Nλ solutions to (34) implies the
a , [a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,aNS ] matrix, composed of the NS
solutions to Brune’s eigenproblem (34), is in general not
square, and could even be infinite if NS = ∞ (Coulomb
channels). This brings two critical questions: 1) do these
additional Brune poles impede us from well defining the
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Brune parameters? 2) can we still uniquely define the
Brune poles?
We here demonstrate in theorem 3 the striking prop-
erty that choosing any finite set of at least Nλ different
solutions from the Nλ ≤ NS ≤ ∞ solutions of Brune’s
eigenproblem (34), suffices, under our new extended def-
inition (55), to properly describe the R-matrix scattering
model.
Theorem 3. Choice of Brune poles
If we generalize Brune’s definition (37) of the physical
level matrix A˜ by defining it as the following (Moore-
Penrose) pseudo-inverse:
A˜ ,
[
aTA−1a
]+
(55)
then the choice of any number NS of Brune poles, so-
lutions to the Brune generalized eigenproblem (34), will
reconstruct the scattering matrix U(E), if, and only if,
we choose at least Nλ solutions: NS ≥ Nλ.
Proof. The proof rests on the pseudo-inverse property
for independent columns and rows, and applies it to the
a , [a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,aNS ] matrix, constructed by choos-
ing NS solutions of the generalized eigenproblem (34).
If NS ≥ Nλ, then a has independent rows so that its
pseudo-inverse will yield: A˜ = a+AaT
+
. This property
in turn entails (38) is satisfied, and thus (33) stands, leav-
ing unchanged the Kapur-Peierls operatorRL, and hence
fully representing the scattering matrix U(E).
Critically, Nλ real solutions to (34) can always be
found – as shown in theorems 1 and 2 – meaning the
Brune parametrization is always capable of fully recon-
structing the scattering matrix energy behavior with real
parameters through generalized pseudo-inverse definition
(55). It is well defined.
Yet, if any choice of Nλ Brune poles will yield the
same scattering matrix U(E) through definition (55),
this choice is a priori not unique. Can we define some
conventions on the choice of Brune parameters to make
them unique? Under the legacy Lane & Thomas defini-
tion (41), this can readily be achieved by neglecting the
shadow poles and restraining the search to the princi-
pal sheet
{
E,+, . . . ,+
}
, for all Nc channels, where we
have shown in theorem 1 that one will find exactly Nλ
poles. Under the analytic continuation definition (44),
one can still uniquely define the Nλ “first” solutions in
the following algorithmic way: one starts the search by
diagonalizing, at the last threshold energy (greatest ETc
value), the left-hand side of (34). If all the eigenvalues
are above the E = E line, then increase the energy until
the eigenvalues cross the E = E diagonal, and we will
have Nλ uniquely defined real analytic Brune poles. If at
the first threshold some eigenvalues are below the E = E
line (as we saw could happen if some resonance energies
are negative Eλ < 0), then we can decrease the energy
values until those cross the E = E line for the first time,
and stop the search there, thus again uniquely defining
Nλ analytic Brune poles. This foray into the algorith-
mic procedure for solving (44) gives us the occasion to
point to the vast literature on methods to solve non-linear
eigenvalue problems, in particular [51].
In the end, though we argue that the physically cor-
rect definition for the shift function Sc(E) ought to be
through analytic continuation (44), both approaches en-
able to set conventions that will uniquely determine Nλ
real Brune poles.
IV. GENERALIZED BRUNE PARAMETERS
FOR REICH-MOORE APPROXIMATION
In this section, we study how the community could
convert present nuclear data libraries – featuring Wigner-
Eisenbud parameters and their Reich-Moore approxima-
tion – to Brune parameters, in order to eliminate the
dependence on the arbitrary boundary condition param-
eters Bc. We generalize the Brune parametrization to
encompass the widely used Reich-Moore approximation,
with which many evaluations are conducted, and we show
that it is necessary for the community to decide on a
convention to continue R-matrix operators to complex
wavenumbers – that is we must choose between branch-
points definition (41) and analytic continuation (43).
A. Generalization to Reich-Moore approximation
and Teichmann-Wigner eliminated channels
In practice we are only interested in certain outcomes
of a nuclear reaction (such as neutron fission, scatter-
ing, etc.) and we are sometimes unable to track the vast
number of all possible channels (such as every single in-
dividual photon interaction) – this is specially true of
heavy nucleides for which the interaction becomes a large
many-body problem. For these cases, the community has
traditionally resorted to Teichmann and Wigner’s chan-
nel elimination method (c.f. [52] or section X, p.299 of
[10]) to not explicitly treat all the channels we are not
interested in, but still capture their effects on channels of
interest. This yields the Reich-Moore approximation of
R-matrix theory [53], which models the effects of all the
eliminated channels (usually γ “gamma capture” photon
channels) on every level by adding to every level’s reso-
nance energy Eλ a partial eliminated capture width Γλ,γ
that shifts the effective resonance energy into the com-
plex plane:
eR.M. , diag
(
Eλ − iΓλ,γ
2
)
(56)
This entails the Reich-Moore approximation R-matrix
(17), where all the capture channels have been collapsed
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into one γ channel, is now:
Rc,c′ 6∈γelim. ,
Nλ∑
λ=1
γλ,cγλ,c′
Eλ − iΓλ,γ2 − E
i.e. RR.M. = γ
T (eR.M. − EI)−1 γ
(57)
and, equivalently, the inverse level matrix (18) thereby
becomes:
A−1R.M. , eR.M. − EI− γ (L−B)γT (58)
All the other R-matrix expressions linking these opera-
tors to the scattering matrix (19), and thereby the cross
section (22) remain unchanged in the Reich-Moore ap-
proximation. In effect, the only effect of this channel
elimination is to introduce complex resonance energies
(56) in the parametrizations of R-matrix theory.
This has consequential effects on Brune’s alternative
parametrization. If one wants to convert the Reich-
Moore parameters into Brune parameters, Brune’s equa-
tions of section III will not work. We here generalize
Brune’s alternative parametrization of R-matrix theory
to encompass the Reich-Moore approximation – which is
of great practical importance – and the additional shadow
poles previously unveiled (in theorems 1 and 2). First, we
notice that in the Reich-Moore approximation, Brune’s
generalized eigenproblem (34) becomes:[
eR.M. − γ
(
S(E˜i)−B
)
γT
]
ai = E˜iai (59)
The fact that the left hand side of generalized eigenprob-
lem (59) is now a complex symmetric matrix (and not a
real symmetric nor a hermitian matrix) entails the solu-
tions E˜i are no longer be real, but complex (we now have
complex Brune poles E˜i ∈ C and eigenvectors ai ∈ CNλ).
In order to conserve an euclidean norm on the space of
eigenvectors, the normalization condition must now be
generalized to vectors by means of the hermitian conju-
gate:
a†iai = 1 (60)
We then define the Brune parameters with hermitian con-
jugate transformation:
e˜R.M. , diag(E˜i) , γ˜ , a†γ (61)
where a is the matrix composed of the column eigen-
vectors: a , [a1, . . . ,ai, . . .]. We then define the gen-
eralized physical level matrix by means of theorem 3,
generalized to complex eigenvectors and for an arbitrary
number NS ≥ Nλ (at least as many generalized Brune
poles as the number of levels) of solutions (now complex)
to the generalized eigenproblem (59):
A˜R.M. ,
[
a†A−1R.M.a
]+
(62)
This generalized definition will guarantee that the Kapur-
Peierls operator (20) will we conserved through the fol-
lowing generalization of Brune’s relation (33):
RLR.M. = γ
TAR.M.γ = γ˜
†A˜R.M.γ˜ (63)
thus preserving the scattering matrix (19) and ultimately
the cross section (22), as long as we choose more (or
equal) solutions to (59) than there are levels: NS ≥ Nλ.
Note that our generalization (63) does not make the
Kapur-Peierls operator Hermitian, since the generalized
physical level A˜R.M. matrix (62) is still not Hermitian,
only complex symmetric.
B. Necessary choice: how to continue R-matrix
operators into the complex plane?
The fact that e˜R.M. is now complex – complex Brune
poles E˜i ∈ C and eigenvectors ai ∈ CNλ solve (59) –
has profound consequences on the Reich-Moore Brune
parameters (61), because it breaks Brune’s three-step
monotony argument (last paragraph of section III A) to
prove that here are exactly Nλ real solutions on the phys-
ical sheet above threshold (we showed there are shadow
poles below threshold or in the complex plane in both
theorem 1 and 2). Indeed, nothing guarantees the three-
step monotony argument still stands in the complex
plane, when calling the shift operator S(E˜i) at complex
values E˜i ∈ C. Actually, the choice of convention to con-
tinue the R-matrix operators into the complex plane –
that is branch-point definition (41) or analytic continu-
ation (44) – is now of critical importance, since it will
change S(E˜i) (for E˜i ∈ C) and thus the values of the all
the Reich-Moore Brune parameters (61), including the
principal poles. If we choose analytic continuation def-
inition (44), then theorem 2 still stands and there are
NS ≥ Nλ (complex) Brune poles as in (49). However,
if we choose branch-point definition (41), then Brune’s
three-step monotony argument does not stand and we
have no guarantee on the number of Brune poles any-
more, nor on which sheet of mapping (6) the Brune poles
reside.
The only workaround this is to use the Generalized
Reich-Moore framework to convert the Reich-Moore pa-
rameters into real R-matrix parameters as described in
[54]; but this would encure a great computational and
memory cost as we will have to expand a few eliminated
channels R-matrix (Nc×Nc with c 6∈ γelim.) into a square
R-matrix of the size of the levels (Nλ × Nλ), when for
large nucleides we often have Nλ  Nc. And even in the
case of Generalized Reich-Moore (which is equivalent to
exact R-matrix in that it yields real resonance param-
eters), the values of the Brune parameters will still de-
pend on the choice of continuation in the complex plane
– branch-point definition (41) v/s analytic continuation
definition (43) – when there are many different thresh-
olds for different channels, and the S(E) operator must
be called below threshold for certain channels when solv-
ing (59). In fact, the only case where the choice of con-
tinuation – definition (41) v/s definition (43) – has no
consequence on the values of the principal Brune poles
(the Shadow poles always differ) is when we are using
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the exact R-matrix equations (or the generalized Reich-
Moore ones [54]) and all the Brune poles are above the
thresholds of all the channels.
In practice, this means that the choice of continua-
tion matters because it changes the values of the all
the Brune parameters: if Reich-Moore Brune parame-
ters (61) we need to call the external R-matrix operators
(O, I,P ,S) into the complex plane; or if real R-matrix
Brune parameters (36) the many thresholds will mix up
in the sub-threshold (shadow) values of the Sc(E) op-
erator (unless we are only solving past the last thresh-
old). Thus, in order to convert nuclear data libraries from
Wigner-Eisenbud to Brune parameters, the nuclear sci-
entists community must convene on a convention – either
branch-point definition (41) or analytic continuation defi-
nition (43) – to compute R-matrix operators for complex
wavenumbers. The authors are publishing a follow-up
article arguing in favor of analytic continuation [13].
V. EVIDENCE OF SHADOW BRUNE POLES
IN XENON 134
We here report the first evidence of the existence of
shadow poles in Brune’s alternative parametrization of
R-matrix theory, observed in isotope xenon 134 for neu-
tron reactions: n + 134Xe. In doing so, we also demon-
strate that all Brune parameters depend on the conven-
tion used for continuation into the complex plane of R-
matrix operators.
Xenon-134 is stable and the fourth most abundant iso-
tope of xenon (10.436% of natural content, most abun-
dant is 132Xe with 26.909%). The isotope spin is 0(+),
and the neutron’s 1/2(+). There are three spin groups:
Jpi = 1/2(+) with 3 s-wave resonances; Jpi = 1/2(−) with
2 p-wave resonances; and Jpi = 3/2(−) with 1 p-wave res-
onance. The R-matrix parameters of xenon-134, here re-
ported in table IV, were taken from ENDF/B-VIII.0 nu-
clear data library [1], where we observe the two p-waves
in the Jpi = 1/2(−) spin group. The xenon-134 ENDF/B-
VIII.0 evaluation is listed as a MLBW (Multi-Level Breit-
Wigner) with B=S approximation, which means that the
exact R-matrix equations are not used (neither the Reich-
Moore ones), but instead the physically incorrect approx-
imation that Sc(E) = Bc is constant is made (i.e. the
shift function is forced onto the boundary parameters, to
simplify the evaluation process). Though this has no in-
cidence on s-waves (S`=0 = 0) for neutral channels, and
in general this approximation has only small effects in
practice on the evaluation, these equations cannot rigor-
ously match the R-matrix-equivalent formalisms we here
derive.
To validate theorems 1 and 2, we first create a verisim-
ilar fictitious single-channel xenon-134 isotope in R-
matrix formalism (instead of MLBW), by setting all the
caputre widths (explicit γ or eliminated capture) to zero,
and treating the resulting purely scattering system with
R-matrix equations – i.e. (19) and (17). We then convert
these Wigner-Eisenbud R-matrix parameters into Brune
parameters by solving the generalized eigenvalue system
(34), and report the results in table V (see appendix B for
arbitrary-precision values). The Brune poles reported in
table V exhibit all the behaviors proved in theorems 1 and
2. As in theorem 1, the branch Brune poles – i.e. found
using the Lane & Thomas definition (41) – are all real
and count Nλ = 2 principal poles on the {E,+} sheet of
mapping (1), near the resonances, as well as one shadow
branch Brune pole on the {E,−} sheet bellow threshold.
Meanwhile, as proved in theorem 2, there are three (from
(49) we have NS = 2 + 1) analytic Brune poles – i.e. us-
ing the analytic continuation definition (43). Two (the
‘principal’ ones) are real (because Nλ = 2), and the last
one (the ‘shadow anaytic Brune pole’) is sub-threshold
and also happens to be real because `c = 1 is an odd
number (c.f. theorem 2). Again, since definition (44)
unfolds mapping (6), the analytic Brune poles have no
multi-sheeted structure (which we made explicit by stat-
ing both {E,±} sheets).
To validate our generalization to Reich-Moore, estab-
lished in section IV A, we proceed just as we did with the
fictitious R-matrix single-channel xenon-134 isotope, and
convert the ENDF/B-VIII.0 resonance parameters into
Brune parameters by solving the Brune-generalized-to-
Reich-Moore eigenproblem (59). The truncated results
are reported in table VI or in appendix B for arbitrary
precision accuracy. The Reich-Moore generalized Brune
parameters in table VI also inherit most of the results
from theorems 1 and 2. There are some notable differ-
ences however. Generalizing to Reich-Moore entails all
the Brune poles are now complex, regardless of which
definition (41) or (43) is chosen to continue the shift
function Sc(kc) to complex wavenumbers k ∈ C.
This has major consequences when choosing the Lane
& Thomas definition (41): unlike in the R-matrix case,
in Reich-Moore the Nλ principal poles are no longer
on the physical sheet {E,+}. Indeed, we observe in
TABLE IV. Xenon-134 resonance parameters for the two p-
waves of spin group Jpi = 1/2(−), from ENDF/B-VIII.0 eval-
uation
z =
√
E with E in (eV)
A = 132.7600
ac = 0.580 : Channel radius, in Fermis
ρ(z) =
Aac
√
2mn
h
A+1
z
with
√
2mn
h
= 0.002196807122623 in units (1/(10−14m
√
eV))
E1 = 2186.0 : first resonance energy (eV)
Γ1,n = 0.2600 : neutron width of first resonance
(not reduced width), i.e. Γλ,c = 2Pc(Eλ)γ
2
λ,c
Γ1,γ = 0.0780 : eliminated capture width (eV)
E2 = 6315.0 : second resonance energy (eV)
Γ2,n = 0.4000 (eV)
Γ2,γ = 0.0780 (eV)
gJpi = 1 : spin statistical factor
B = −1
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table VI that in our case all the branch Brune poles
are now on the non-physical sheet {E,−}. In the
general case, the branch Brune poles could be on the
physical or the non-physical sheet (we have no proof for
either), and one could thus say that all Brune poles are
shadow poles in the Reich-Moore formalism. This lack
of knowledge of on what sheet to find the branch Brune
poles comes atop the fact, discussed in section IV B, that
Brune’s three-step monotony argument (which proved
the existence of exactly Nλ real Brune poles above
threshold) is only valid for real-symmetric matrices.
When generalized to Reich-Moore, eigenproblem (59)
counts a complex-symmetric matrix, entailing Brune’s
three-step monotony argument at the core of theorem
1 is no longer valid, and we actually do not have proof
of the number of branch Brune poles (theorem 1 proof
only stands for R-matrix, or generalized Reich-Moore).
This is not the case for the analytic Brune poles, which
generalize quite naturally to Reich-Moore formalism.
In fact, the only difference to theorem 2 is that the
three-step monotony argument can no longer be used to
prove that Nλ of the NS = Nλ +
∑
c `c analytic Brune
poles (49) are real – and indeed they are not, as shown
TABLE V. Xenon-134 Brune parameters for spin-parity group
Jpi = 1/2(−). For a verisimilar fictitious isotope, all capu-
tre widths (including eliminated channels) are set to zero,
and the p-waves are converted using ENDF/B-VIII.0 reso-
nance parameters into R-matrix equations, and solving the
generalized eigenproblem (59) as detailed in section IV A, for
both conventions to continue the shift function to complex
wavenumbers: Lane & Thomas (41) versus analytic continua-
tion (43). Results to five significant digits, arbitrary precision
ones reported in table X of appendix B
R-matrix Brune parameters (59)
(verisimilar fictitious isotope)
Lane & Thomas definition (41)
Branch Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):{
E˜1,−
}
= −6.2694× 105{
E˜2,+
}
= 2.1838× 103{
E˜3,+
}
= 6.3130× 103
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 = [0.87327 , 0.48723]
T
a2 =
[
1.0 , 2.9864× 10−4]T
a3 =
[
8.5708× 10−4 , 1.0]T
Analytic continuation definition (43)
Analytic Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):{
E˜1,±
}
= −6.26111× 105{
E˜2,±
}
= 2.1838× 103{
E˜3,±
}
= 6.3130× 103
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 = [0.87327 , 0.48723]
T
a2 =
[
1.0 , 2.9864× 10−4]T
a3 =
[−8.5708× 10−4 , 1.0]T
in table VI. Apart from that, theorem 2 remains intact
for our generalization to Reich-Moore established in
section IV A: there are still NS = Nλ +
∑
c `c analytic
Brune poles (49), and there is no need to specify on
which {E,±} sheet of mapping (6) they reside since the
analytic continuation of the shift function Sc(ρc) unfolds
the mapping (c.f. lemma 3 and theorem 2).
We take a closer observation at the results in tables V
and VI. We notice that the imaginary part of the branch
Brune poles are all equal to -0.039, which is exaclty the
opposite of half the eliminated channel width: conve-
nient. This can readily be explained by splitting the
generalized-to-Reich-Moore Brune-eigenproblem (59)
into real and imaginary parts, and noticing that if all the
eliminated channel widths are the same, then the eigen-
value’s (Brune pole) imaginary part is exactly opposite
to the eliminated channel width divided by two, i.e. if
∀λ, λ′ ∈ Jpi, Γλ,γ = Γλ′,γ then ∀j , =
[
E˜j
]
= −Γλ,γ2 ,
from (56). It so happens that in our particular case of
xenon-134 this is indeed true, all eliminated capture
widths are equal to 0.078 (c.f. table IV). Looking at
the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library it is surprisingly common
to have the same eliminated capture widths within
TABLE VI. Xenon-134 Brune parameters for spin-parity
group Jpi = 1/2(−). The p-waves are converted us-
ing ENDF/B-VIII.0 resonance parameters into Reich-Moore
equations, and solving the generalized eigenproblem (59) as
detailed in section IV A, for both conventions to continue the
shift function to complex wavenumbers: Lane & Thomas (41)
versus analytic continuation (43). Results to five significant
digits, arbitrary precision ones reported in tables X and IX of
appendix B
Reich-Moore Brune parameters (59)
Lane & Thomas definition (41)
Branch Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):{
E˜1,−
}
= −6.2694× 105 − i 3.9× 10−2{
E˜2,−
}
= 2.1838× 103 − i 3.9× 10−2{
E˜3,−
}
= 6.3130× 103 − i 3.9× 10−2
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 = [0.87327 , 0.48723]
T
a2 =
[
1.0 , 2.9864× 10−4]T
a3 =
[
8.5708× 10−4 , 1.0]T
Analytic continuation definition (43)
Analytic Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):{
E˜1,±
}
= −6.26111× 105 − i 5.1190× 10−5{
E˜2,±
}
= 2.1838× 103 − i 3.8961× 10−2{
E˜3,±
}
= 6.3130× 103 − i 3.8988× 10−2
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 =
[
0.87327 + i 3.5344× 10−10 , 0.48723]T
a2 =
[
1.0 + i 1.7772× 10−5 , 2.9864× 10−4]T
a3 =
[−8.5708× 10−4 + i 5.2348× 10−9 , 1.0]T
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the same spin group (both xenon-132 and xenon-134
are such examples). But this is of course not true in
general, and a quick look at uranium-238 will show
that different levels have different eliminated caputre
widths (i.e. ∃λ, λ′ ∈ Jpi, Γλ,γ 6= Γλ′,γ). So when the
Lane & Thomas convention (41) is chosen, the branch
Bune poles imaginary part will in general not coincide
with the eliminated capture widths: =
[
E˜j
]
6= −Γλ,γ2 .
Similarly, neither will the branch Brune eigenvectors be
real in general.
Note that the eigenvectors in tables V and VI seem
the same. Actually, they are not, but we needed to
go to very high precision to observe that, as reported
in appendix B. This leads us to discuss the numerical
methods employed to solve the generalized eigenproblem
(59), which need to be solved in wavenumber space
kc (we here use the variable z =
√
E) to properly
describe the multi-sheeted nature of mapping (6). For
the fictitious R-matrix problem (dealing with only
one channel and real values), we coded the anlytic
continuation of the Sc(ρc) shift function (c.f. table III),
and used the built-in MATLAB polynomial rootfinder
to solve (59), verifying that the results were indeed
roots. For the branch-point definition (41), we used
a built-in MATLAB numerical solver for equations of
the type f(x) = 0 on the determinant of the left-hand
side of (34), and solved the roots one-by-one. For the
generalized Reich-Moore Brune eigenproblem (59), the
analytic Brune poles are readily found in the complex
plane with the same polynomial rootfinder (we discuss
methods to solve for all the roots of a polynomial
simultaneously in [55] and [56]). Finding the branch
Brune poles is much more complicated: the built-in
f(x) = 0 MATLAB solver finds the two principal poles
(on the non-physical sheet {E,−} this time), but to
find the shadow pole we had to devise a procedure
manually: from the solution when the elminated caputre
width is zero (R-matrix case), we zoom-in in the region
around that solution and build a convex bowl around it
and then slowly increase the eliminated capture width
from zero. For each capture width value we did a
minimization on the norm of the determinant to find
the updated Brune pole for an in-between value of the
elinimated capture width. We then iteratively re-solve,
re-do a new complex bowl, augment the eliminated
capture width, until we converge on the branch shadow
Brune pole. This cumbersome procedure points to
the mathematical advantages of analytic continuation
definition (44) as it conserves smooth analytic properties
of the Kapur-Peierls operator into the complex plane,
which greatly simplifies the conversion to Brune poles
for Reich-Moore evaluations.
Finally, to validate theorem 3, as well as the entire
generalization to Reich-Moore formalism we establish in
section IV A, we construct the corresponding cross sec-
tions using the xenon-134 resonance parameters from
ENDF/B-VIII.0 with the exact R-matrix and Reich-
Moore equations – i.e. (19) and (17) to compute (22).
The resulting point-wise cross section values are here pro-
vided in appendix A, and plotted in figure 6. These cross
sections do not exactly coincide with the point-wise eval-
uation values from ENDF/B-VIII.0, since ENDF uses the
(coarser) MLBW equations instead of the Reich-Moore
(or R-matrix) ones. We then compute the cross section
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FIG. 6. Xenon-134 spin-parity group Jpi = 1/2(−) two p-
waves resonances: the cross sections are generated using the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 resonance parameters (a MLBW evaluation)
into the Reich-Moore formalism equations (exact values in ap-
pendix A). Similarly, the R-matrix cross section is generated
by setting all capture (including eliminated) widths to zero.
using the Brune parameters reported in tables V and VI
and following the procedure established in section IV A
to reconstruct the Kapur-Peierls operator (63), necessary
for computing the scattering matrix (19), and ultimately
the cross section (22). We can now observe the Brune
parametrization yield the exact same cross section as the
R-matrix (or the Reich-Moore) parametrizaton, for both
the Lane & Thomas (41) or the analytic continuation
(43) conventions, and by choosing any subset of at least
Nλ Brune poles: including discarding the principal poles
and instead using the shadow poles. This result validates
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theorem 3 and its generalization to Reich-Moore (62),
and will come as quite striking to some evaluators: for
p-waves (or higher angular momentum) one can choose
to discard the principal Brune pole directly close to the
resonance and instead use the shadow pole, which is far
below the threshold and into the complex plane, or even
use both principal and shadow Brune poles (using the
generalized inverse definition (62) and the procedure de-
tailed in section IV A), to produce the exact same cross
section resonance behavior.
VI. CONCLUSION
This article establishes the existence of shadow poles
in Brune’s parametrization of R-matrix theory. This
parametrization is being considered as an alternative to
the traditional Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parameters
to document nuclear cross section values in the nuclear
data libraries.
The Wigner-Eisenbud parameters are the poles
{
Eλ
}
and residue widths
{
γλ,c
}
of the R matrix (17). They
are Nλ ∈ N real poles, which are independent from one
another (meaning any choice of real parameters are physi-
cally acceptable), and de-entangle the energy dependence
of the R matrix from the branch-points the thresholds
{ETc} introduce in the multi-sheeted Riemann surface
of mapping (6). Both
{
Eλ
}
and
{
γλ,c
}
are dependent
on both the channel radii
{
ac
}
and the boundary con-
ditions
{
Bc
}
. The set of Wigner-Eisenbud parameters{
ETc , ac, Bc, Eλ, γλ,c
}
is sufficient to entirely determine
the energy behavior of the scattering matrix U through
(19).
The Brune parameters are the poles
{
E˜i
}
of the RS
matrix (39) and the widths {γ˜i,c}, transformed by (36)
from the residue widths of the physical level matrix A˜ in
(30) and (34). They are N±S ≥ Nλ poles, and are inti-
mately interdependent in that not any set of real param-
eters is physically acceptable (they must be solutions of
(34)). If the legacy Lane & Thomas definition (41) is cho-
sen for the shift function S, the branch Brune poles live
on the multi-sheeted Riemann surface of mapping (6):
they have branch shadow poles
{
E˜i
}
on the unphysical
sheets {E,−} below threshold E < ETc , though there are
only Nλ real poles on the physical sheet (theorem 1). If
analytic continuation definition (43) is chosen, then the
shift factor S is a function of ρ2c , which unfolds the sheets
in mapping (6): there are then NCS ≥ Nλ analytic poles{
E˜i
}
, in general complex (though for R-matrix at least
Nλ of them are real), all living on the same sheet with
no branch points (theorem 2). Both
{
E˜i
}
and {γ˜i,c} are
invariant to change in boundary conditions
{
Bc
}
, though
both depend on the channel radii
{
ac
}
. Any subset of
Nλ or more Brune parameters
{
ETc , ac, E˜i, γ˜i,c
}
is suf-
ficient to entirely determine the energy behavior of the
scattering matrix U through (33) and (19) (theorem 3).
The first shadow Brune poles are observed in xenon iso-
tope 13454Xe spin-parity group J
pi = 1/2(−), which has two
p-wave resonance. We show how the shadow Brune poles
can be chosen instead of the traditional principal Brune
poles to compute the cross section. We also demonstrate
that any subset of Nλ Brune poles will also reconstruct
the cross section. Since there are Nλ principal (reso-
nant) Brune poles, this means that the shadow poles can
be discarded from future nuclear data libraries without
compromising their capabilities to fully reconstruct the
cross section (i.e. entirely describe their energy depen-
dence).
In order to convert the xenon resonance parameters,
we generalize the Brune parameters to deal with the
Reich-Moore approximation and the additional shadow
poles. The Reich-Moore approximation – widely used in
nuclear data libraries – introduces complex Reich Moore
Brune parameters (61), and their values depend on which
convention – analytic continuation definition (43) v/s
branch-point definition (41) – is chosen to continue the R-
matrix operators to complex wavenumbers. Deciding on
this convention (for mathematical and physical reasons
the authors are arguing in favor of analytic continuation
in a follow-up article [13]) is thus a necessary prerequisite
to converting nuclear data libraries to Brune parameters.
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Appendix A: Point-wise xenon-134 cross section
values from Reich-Moore formalism
Appendix B: Shadow Brune poles in xenon-134,
exact values
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TABLE VII. Reich-Moore neutron cross sections for xenon-134
Energy (eV) E
Neutron total
cross section (barns) σn(E)
Neutron scattering
cross section (barns) σn,n(E)
Eliminated channel capture
cross section (barns) σn,γ(E)
2183.124 18.009371863088321906 13.846164399168261726 4.16320746392006018
2183.1951578947368421 22.154895814733901585 17.033817966059643386 5.121077848674258199
2183.2663157894736842 27.857475803440559874 21.418814116759336598 6.4386616866812232763
2183.3374736842105263 35.962091786497682592 27.65094470490151314 8.3111470815961694516
2183.4086315789473684 47.923590471352492706 36.84900318810890965 11.074587283243583056
2183.4797894736842105 66.334442323489845906 51.006655063967239539 15.327787259522606367
2183.5509473684210526 95.854969200746691407 73.707852521800951735 22.147116678945739672
2183.6221052631578947 144.13164192009136145 110.83318746753774028 33.298454452553621167
2183.6932631578947368 217.77987337599350719 167.47099163837560684 50.308881737617900345
2183.7644210526315789 294.71191557227809703 226.63704887757230437 68.074866694705792667
2183.8355789473684211 299.2398432210899597 230.12509909360424634 69.114744127485713365
2183.9067368421052632 225.35679696340047685 173.31118379851656668 52.045613164883910172
2183.9778947368421053 149.70935814239924386 115.13735059935136627 34.57200754304787759
2184.0490526315789474 99.324100032202773468 76.389431261178018255 22.934668771024755213
2184.1202105263157895 68.482010732552773655 52.670385197205501361 15.811625535347272294
2184.1913684210526316 49.304245124258343041 37.921513018407604515 11.382732105850738527
2184.2625263157894737 36.890489397233012372 28.374427647193647396 8.5160617500393649757
2184.3336842105263158 28.508623774152351284 21.928064240674793299 6.5805595334775579845
2184.4048421052631579 22.62882826683950543 17.405938961554893485 5.2228893052846119452
2184.476 18.365527003096672611 14.127006039978653519 4.2385209631180190921
6312.044 6.6182993130573796479 5.5306001237635939072 1.0876991892937857407
6312.1446315789473684 8.1303604029114108312 6.7947381633950249025 1.3356222395163859287
6312.2452631578947368 10.205335301851257667 8.5295722934912838735 1.6757630083599737936
6312.3458947368421053 13.146014491053138219 10.988315109387406188 2.157699381665732031
6312.4465263157894737 17.47217513285150071 14.605652687497508956 2.8665224453539917534
6312.5471578947368421 24.108345272495575379 20.154794231548051263 3.953551040947524116
6312.6477894736842105 34.72068877375170555 29.029278588682567444 5.6914101850691381058
6312.7484210526315789 52.095898275340050875 43.560049234522668599 8.5358490408173822759
6312.8490526315789474 79.003658922611355684 66.064618391772403038 12.939040530838952646
6312.9496842105263158 108.88464373732621948 91.059493130100449866 17.82515060722576961
6313.0503157894736842 114.01876576106465337 95.361214339167534592 18.657551421897118782
6313.1509473684210526 87.619708425306012428 73.288200561614852166 14.331507863691160262
6313.2515789473684211 58.454228034773465113 48.897311002101142748 9.5569170326723223642
6313.3522105263157895 38.685044490848584359 32.363010547930985854 6.322033942917598505
6313.4528421052631579 26.570258766577739776 22.2299425097577685 4.3403162568199712765
6313.5534736842105263 19.061335241664411434 15.948968164568647078 3.1123670770957643557
6313.6541052631578947 14.219850269219232836 11.899014278547378825 2.3208359906718540109
6313.7547368421052632 10.96274058139340796 9.1742752276309920184 1.7884653537624159413
6313.8553684210526316 8.6850999932046910054 7.2688229468625242206 1.4162770463421667847
6313.956 7.0380313838859537725 5.890838023210531623 1.1471933606754221495
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TABLE VIII. R-matrix neutron cross sections for xenon-134
(verisimilar fictitious problem setting all Reich-Moore capture
widths to zero)
Energy (eV) E
Neutron total
cross section (barns) σn(E)
2183.124 14.182725469007673851
2183.1951578947368421 17.546003257089504052
2183.2663157894736842 22.234887961711968055
2183.3374736842105263 29.026127274624717795
2183.4086315789473684 39.332116577910656049
2183.4797894736842105 55.89036031372107432
2183.5509473684210526 84.358906724970485086
2183.6221052631578947 136.80349659391377715
2183.6932631578947368 234.82342993212219098
2183.7644210526315789 370.39427398093715512
2183.8355789473684211 379.78105429157606727
2183.9067368421052632 246.4419572780739423
2183.9778947368421053 143.40597036865864113
2184.0490526315789474 87.88198329476997881
2184.1202105263157895 57.889698259550783487
2184.1913684210526316 40.553746579937380552
2184.2625263157894737 29.822678370917332867
2184.3336842105263158 22.783020331129492578
2184.4048421052631579 17.940283272785750309
2184.476 14.476937913324988326
6312.044 5.6268726628463440607
6312.1446315789473684 6.9405559456967063516
6312.2452631578947368 8.760502232041128981
6312.3458947368421053 11.374382798689724107
6312.4465263157894737 15.295361556930763101
6312.5471578947368421 21.491417969050641815
6312.6477894736842105 31.883940301988682923
6312.7484210526315789 50.316631754459042358
6312.8490526315789474 82.949140755475522154
6312.9496842105263158 126.54590967635775955
6313.0503157894736842 134.98125811834363906
6313.1509473684210526 94.622547639492979712
6313.2515789473684211 57.550255083567854705
6313.3522105263157895 35.937458728000738116
6313.4528421052631579 23.859193279300777256
6313.5534736842105263 16.770160357575114696
6313.6541052631578947 12.349969149230735366
6313.7547368421052632 9.439905083775894179
6313.8553684210526316 7.434489197640537088
6313.956 5.9991221963569041411
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TABLE IX. Xenon-134 Brune parameters for spin-parity group Jpi = 1/2(−). The p-waves are converted using ENDF/B-VIII.0
resonance parameters into Reich-Moore equations, and solving the generalized eigenproblem (59) as detailed in section IV A,
for both conventions to continue the shift function to complex wavenumbers: Lane & Thomas (41) versus analytic continuation
(43)
Reich-Moore Brune parameters (59)
Lane & Thomas definition (41)
Branch Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):
z˜1 = 0.0000246276069220737464959661666711− 791.794349394221176014202972839834646441123604676i{
E˜1,−
}
= −626938.29173261739348474814271047079853− 0.039000000000000000000000000000000000000i
z˜2 = 46.73117988840883690109424501563224− 0.00041728028366852264789401359577607i{
E˜2,−
}
= 2183.803173588703718945459674488642659− 0.03899999999999999999999999999999999999i
z˜3 = 79.454474511303148913553243620438087− 0.00024542356009447826570620297532460i{
E˜3,−
}
= 6313.013519807089040521550989993320586− 0.03899999999999999999999999999999999999i
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 = [0.873273443001066238102153150954275583810478546328 , 0.487230431879068403662770674851197503224293859503426544]
T
a2 =
[
0.99999995540768772407458779761471033487116395902153123065871
0.000298637945618731629880947536766546462071068937051263536166
]
a3 =
[ −0.000857083300848330348925982914837432738800648731233730146024
0.9999996327040402503042004674564885538575596776876588
]
Analytic continuation definition (43)
Analytic Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):
z˜1 = 0.0000000323468302170919261164642341589142− 791.27190256955193122335543004336912228723i{
E˜1,±
}
= −626111.223796038484137098360840049678467− 0.000051190275775945201812233647951434817i
z˜2 = 46.7311799254985453844047768161614441311996− 0.0004168623251141241859998955105668072767503i{
E˜2,±
}
= 2183.803177055544035644490604309007379− 0.038960936638139616565746346452735133828i
z˜3 = 79.4544745228435974686743259665319329147393− 0.00024534724645919853611339593323574105782207i{
E˜3,±
}
= 6313.0135216410070443028167993196529− 0.0389878730860844382324414198993134313i
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 =
[
0.87327522233832112234766785885906320780016 + 0.00000000035343959466757534187480375220073i
0.4872272427214592947465139232338644275307
]
a2 =
[
0.99999995524990111894745542689496777124784 + 0.00001777229599266141848805690815688865470i
0.00029863747463217500588729117446904731262
]
a3 =
[ −0.0008570825092089521898403465405441263245 + 0.00000000523477572746073246089929462785405i
0.99999963270471873742993501512861313575283
]
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TABLE X. Xenon-134 Brune parameters for spin-parity group Jpi = 1/2(−). The p-waves are converted using ENDF/B-VIII.0
resonance parameters into R-matrix equations, and solving the generalized eigenproblem (59) as detailed in section IV A, for
both conventions to continue the shift function to complex wavenumbers: Lane & Thomas (41) versus analytic continuation
(43)
R-matrix Brune parameters (verisimilar fictitious problem) (59)
Lane & Thomas definition (41)
Branch Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):
z˜1 =
 −791.794349394800307151761203627635082290340949253281555629459770583006623758777930332759910523858543388883923700376286910633636737405026686092157291895428046160029518340540964060096496625632479703454472080505368306152555472657206327337059480734590796277805144309276678868091284618978084715410823892434i{
E˜1,−
}
=
 −626938.291733535105528324895386724505372075033074990470367102798380101727813636933586813913257263070297534082859202000186786278729773803974327939309506954790561103245558370565090343052298393390912628949315309940507995322238051330724859105555798536057860987268992881276053311195545276483965267315282502
z˜2 =
 46.7311799236392739994741900056759240299773991573853247810850043560962831805476452596917475183835060770287295410473153394647062641330758045271816082866730253865627164069959252210652308388855518375309252280446766074057569317089833585832277002901255641102374283179938989083642117759499100798440708414693{
E˜2,+
}
=
 2183.80317705554634250845703234626372083195958876153504171103582476434033691526573158294770774712658837753980097957176210478402867121540167249836319638448076656807755946412265334461943251655199217715794706247387795918872695883008708042325318394928139085093397729278503194140060688624042586407237289784
z˜3 =
 79.4544745224647993573744338529069645914316907256894781791141913722046254543565750933469849518106957808239153821565237978219602179319110746404724070795460641481098037872437097393931763555165416401223878187875439788785064500213968777380949195406596588224993732027875499314090591085079990868913949026116{
E˜3,+
}
=
 6313.01352164100790588091389320255711420981140069139785924527094057826090525327025815107036324060134793259581964179210210570055363348733690043705896993381793584615497740747650101846447356035090787882863222700101392221734277190788076682708531896902880995313461364663806173342979132572543025776866791673
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 =
[
0.873273443001064266331181048003999864162641877359357975
0.487230431879071937709728655654142401554823250043498529
]
a2 =
[
0.999999955407828392620857807212587320915912804899004
0.000298637474584648394430584037069479582764187606745015
]
a3 =
[ −0.00085708250920859566991253950143233750428872968874
0.999999632704718751436945612551318449590143036658519
]
Analytic continuation definition (43)
Analytic Brune poles and their sheet of mapping (1):
z˜1 =
 791.271902569551933224813927312843554123841397605855524510937090411153307048053059480764889579716820474377409934362853286382320177889637998824113952060148372098945670834681691684513967220203402616559862185553309506195118572729948815231000076115408277947938610386724189513948427014897176067788295788079i{
E˜1,±
}
=
 −626111.223796038487305540424361969838983268238329319578193933542070543116787061763370264001033365771009315617031359752024216085308720761450442444058537256586264136975318013546465004601133009136210919016529675389603393016773663300657017833463131456834709684313063521075572368010992397167390793877225194
z˜2 =
 46.7311799236392739994741900056759240299773991573853247810850043560962831805476452596917475183835060770287295410473153394647062641330758045271816082866730253865627164069959252210652308388855518375309252280446766074057569317089833585832277002901255641102374283179938989083642117759499100798440708414693{
E˜2,±
}
=
 2183.80317705554634250845703234626372083195958876153504171103582476434033691526573158294770774712658837753980097957176210478402867121540167249836319638448076656807755946412265334461943251655199217715794706247387795918872695883008708042325318394928139085093397729278503194140060688624042586407237289784
z˜3 =
 79.4544745224647993573744338529069645914316907256894781791141913722046254543565750933469849518106957808239153821565237978219602179319110746404724070795460641481098037872437097393931763555165416401223878187875439788785064500213968777380949195406596588224993732027875499314090591085079990868913949026116{
E˜3,±
}
=
 6313.01352164100790588091389320255711420981140069139785924527094057826090525327025815107036324060134793259581964179210210570055363348733690043705896993381793584615497740747650101846447356035090787882863222700101392221734277190788076682708531896902880995313461364663806173342979132572543025776866791673
Corresponding eigenvectors:
a1 =
[
0.87327522233832112759663278522740054802395283
0.4872272427214592854667962819817139873965777
]
a2 =
[
0.99999995540782839262085780721258732091591
0.00029863747458464839443058403706947958276
]
a3 =
[ −0.0008570825092085956699125395014323375042
0.9999996327047187514369456125513184495901
]
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